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ABSTRACT 
 
Visible and Mid-Infrared Supercontinuum Generation and Their 
Respective Application to 3D Imaging and Stand-off Reflection 
Spectroscopy  
by 
Malay Kumar 
 
Co-Chairs: Mohammed N. Islam and Fred L. Terry Jr. 
 
 
The thesis describes broadband supercontinuum (SC) generation in optical fibers for both 
the visible and mid-infrared regions of the spectrum, and their respective application to 
3D imaging and stand-off reflection spectroscopy. Both SC sources leverage mature 
telecom technology, and are based on a common all-fiber integrated platform comprising 
a ~1.55 µm distributed feedback seed laser diode amplified to high peak powers in two 
stages of cladding pumped Erbium or Erbium-Ytterbium fiber amplifiers.  
A visible SC extending from 0.45-1.20 µm with 0.74 W of time-averaged power is 
x 
 
demonstrated using a two step process. The output of the Er-Yb power amplifier is 
frequency doubled to ~0.78 µm using a periodically poled lithium niobate crystal, 
followed by non-linear spectral broadening in 2m of high nonlinearity photonic crystal 
fiber. Numerical simulations based on solving the generalized non-linear Schrödinger 
equation are also presented to verify the underlying SC generation mechanisms and 
predict further improvements. 
The above SC source is used in a Fourier domain line scan interferometer to measure 
the height and identify shape defects of ~300 µm high solder balls in a ball grid array. 
The 3D imaging system has an axial resolution of ~125 nm, transverse resolution of ~15 
µm, and an angular measurement range between 20 to 60 degrees depending on the 
sample surface roughness. 
The mid-infrared SC source is generated by pumping a 9m long 
ZrF4-BaF2-LaF3-AlF3-NaF (ZBLAN) fiber to obtain a spectrum spanning 0.8-4.3 µm 
with 3.9 W time-averaged power. The output power is linearly scalable with pump power, 
but requires optimization of the critical splices and thermal management of the gain fiber 
and pump diodes to ensure stable high power operation.  
Finally, an application of the mid-IR SC is demonstrated by measuring the diffuse 
reflection spectra of solid samples at a stand-off distance of 5 m and 100 ms integration 
time. The samples can be distinguished using a correlation algorithm based on distinct 
spectral features in the reflection spectrum. Signal to noise ratio calculations show that 
the distance is limited by space constraints in our lab and can be extended to ~150 m. 
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Chapter 1 
 
Introduction 
 
Supercontinuum (SC) generation is a process in which a narrow bandwidth laser 
undergoes substantial spectral broadening through an interplay of several non-linear 
phenomena such as modulation instability, self phase modulation, four wave mixing, 
stimulated Raman scattering etc. In essence, the SC source combines the broad 
bandwidth of a lamp type source with the high spectral power density and spatial 
coherence of a conventional monochromatic laser. SC generation was first observed in 
the early 70s and has since has been widely studied using a variety of laser sources and 
non-linear materials [1-6].   
The work performed in this thesis will focus on SC generation in both the visible and 
mid-infrared spectral regions using two distinct non-linear fibers for each case. An optical 
fiber was chosen as the non-linear broadening element for two reasons. First, light in an 
optical fiber is confined within a small core region that enables the generation of high 
intensities. Second, the wave guiding nature of a fiber allows the use of long fiber lengths. 
Since the non-linear mechanisms responsible for spectral broadening are dependent on 
both the light intensity and interaction length within the material [7], an optical fiber 
enables the generation of much stronger non-linear effects compared to a free space beam 
focused through a sample. 
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The type of fiber chosen for SC generation depends on many factors. First, the fiber 
type must have low loss in the wavelength region that the continuum is expected to cover. 
This enables the use of longer fiber lengths for obtaining larger non-linear effects. Second, 
it is preferable to have a fiber with large nonlinear coefficient γ = (2pn2)/(λAeff) where n2 
is the non-linear refractive index of the fiber glass material and Aeff is the effective mode 
area of the guided light in the core. For a given wavelength and material system, one can 
choose a single mode fiber with a small core size for enhanced SC generation. Finally, 
the dispersion properties of the fiber also affect the shape and extent of the generated 
continuum [8,9]. By pumping the fiber in the normal dispersion regime, the SC 
generation is dominated by self phase modulation while pumping the fiber in the 
anomalous dispersion regime generates an SC dominated by modulation instability and 
soliton self frequency shift.  
We developed a laser source in the 1.55 µm wavelength range to take advantage of 
the wide availability of economical components such as seed lasers, fiber amplifiers, 
pump laser diodes, isolators, filters and couplers for the telecommunications industry. 
The result was an all-fiber integrated laser that provided both high average power and 
high peak power pulses suitable for broad SC generation [10,11]. The same platform was 
used for both the visible and mid-IR SC generation with a different non-linear fiber in 
each case. In the case of the visible SC experiments, an additional frequency doubling 
stage was added to shift the pump wavelength to ~0.78 µm to begin the SC generation 
process closer to the target wavelength range [12]. 
1.1 Visible SC generation 
For SC generation in the visible region of the spectrum, we choose photonic crystal fibers 
(PCF) as the non-linear medium. These fibers are comprised of a solid glass high index 
core embedded in an air-filled cladding structure where a number of air holes are 
arranged in a pattern that runs along the length of the fiber creating a hybrid air-silica 
material with a refractive index lower than the core. A schematic of such a fiber is shown 
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in figure 1.1 [13]. By controlling the ratio of the hole size d to hole pitch Λ, the 
dispersion properties of the fiber can be tailored [8]. While the lowest possible zero 
dispersion wavelength (ZDW) in conventional fused silica fibers is ~1300 nm and limited 
by the material dispersion, PCFs can have ZDW as low ~650 nm. This allows for 
pumping in the anomalous dispersion regime using light sources in the ~800 nm range 
such as mode locked Ti:sapphire lasers or frequency doubled Erbium fiber lasers.  
 
Fig. 1.1. Schematic of photonic crystal fiber structure 
1.2 Application of visible SC to 3D imaging 
After development of the visible SC source, we wanted to demonstrate an application of 
the above source to a relevant industrial problem. Since this part of my research was 
funded by NIST under the Advanced Technology Program on “2 micron manufacturing 
and machining”, we chose to demonstrate a sub-micron axial resolution 3D imaging 
system using the visible SC source. In addition, the availability of high sensitivity silicon 
CCD cameras for the visible region of the spectrum made imaging a natural choice for an 
application of the SC laser.  
The predominant use of SC lasers in imaging has been in the field of optical 
coherence tomography [14-18] which provides depth resolved images of biological 
tissues. Since the axial resolution of OCT systems is inversely proportional to the 
bandwidth of the light source used [19], the advent of broadband SC generation paved the 
way for replacement of low spatial coherence sources such as white light lamps with the 
new SC sources. The 3D imaging system demonstrated in this thesis is based on the same 
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interferometric principles as OCT. However, due to the non transparent nature of the 
sample, it produces a 3D map of just the sample top surface instead of lower layers as in 
the case of tissues. The SC source was used in a Fourier domain line scan interferometer 
configuration to produce high resolution 3D images of both flat and curved surfaces. 
We chose a solder ball grid array (BGA) used in the semiconductor industry as the 
sample of interest for the 3D line scan imaging system. Due to an increased density of 
chips on a wafer, conventional wire leads on a chip are being replaced with the lower area 
footprint ball grid arrays. Figure 1.2 shows the steps involved in flip chip bonding the 
BGA to an external circuit using the solder balls to complete the electrical connection. 
Since the reliability of the electrical contact depends on the uniformity of height and 
shape of these balls, the 3D inspection of the BGA is essential for quality control.  
 
Fig. 1.2. Steps in flip chip bonding a ball grid array to an external circuit 
1.3 Mid-IR SC generation 
The choice of fiber for mid-IR SC generation was based primarily on the fiber loss curves 
(Fig.1.3) for the different IR transparent fibers [20]. The figure shows that for SC 
generation in the 1-4 µm wavelength range, fluoride fiber is the best candidate. While the 
other IR fibers also suffered from drawbacks such as handling difficulties due to the 
brittle nature, photo-degradation and inability to manufacture long lengths, the fluoride 
fiber did not suffer from these problems and was chosen due to relative maturity of its 
technology compared to others. In particular, the fluoride fiber used in our experiments 
was based on the ZBLAN (ZrF4-BaF2-LaF3-AlF3-NaF) glass, which is considered the 
most stable of all fluoride glasses [21]. 
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Fig. 1.3. Loss spectra for common IR fiber glasses 
1.4 Application of mid-IR SC to spectroscopy 
The broadband SC source is ideally suited for the spectroscopic identification of 
unknown samples due to the large number of distinct spectral fingerprints in the mid-IR 
region of the spectrum associated with the rotational and vibrational structure of the 
molecule. Figure 1.4 [22] shows the absorption bands of some common chemical species 
in the 2-11 µm range while Fig. 1.5 [23] describes the chemical bonds responsible for 
absorption lines in the near-IR range from 0.7-2.5 µm.  
 
Fig. 1.4. Mid-IR absorption bands of common chemical species 
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Fig. 1.5. Near-IR absorption bands of different molecular bonds 
 We chose stand-off detection of solid samples using diffuse reflectance spectroscopy 
(DRS) [24,25] as the relevant application to demonstrate the capabilities of the mid-IR 
SC source. While DRS using solar illumination has been used for many decades in the 
field of remote sensing [26] and hyper-spectral imaging [27], the use of an active light 
source such as the SC enables newer applications of the well established technique 
[28,29]. While the broad SC bandwidth (800-4300 nm) allows for the detection of 
various species (high selectivity), the high SC output power (3.9W) and single mode 
beam quality enables the measurement of the samples from a large stand-off distance 
(high sensitivity). Due to the growing need of the homeland security and defense 
industries in remote detection of dangerous substances [30], our test samples included 
fertilizers such as ammonium nitrate and urea that are used for making homemade bombs 
in addition to conventional explosives such as TNT, RDX and PETN. We also measured 
the spectral signatures of automotive and military grade paints. The wide range of 
samples measured are just a few examples that demonstrate the feasibility of the 
technique.   
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1.5 Significance of my doctoral research 
The research performed in our group led by Prof. Islam is focused on supercontinuum 
generation in optical fibers, and its applications in a wide range of fields. Initial work 
performed by my colleagues Dong-Joon Lee and Chenan Xia was based on SC 
generation in the near-IR using high nonlinearity fused silica fibers. With the help of Dr. 
Mike Freeman, detailed simulation models were developed, which explained the 
underlying mechanisms behind the SC generation process. Later, the SC generation was 
extended to the mid-IR using ZBLAN fibers, and power scaling of the output power was 
demonstrated using cladding pumped fiber amplifiers. 
 Using the above research as a starting point, I developed a SC source in the visible 
region of the spectrum, and also extended the spectral range of the previously 
demonstrated mid-IR SC source. My research on visible SC generation was a significant 
contribution to the field, since it was the first to demonstrate SC generation in the visible 
region of the spectrum using a near-IR telecommunication laser source. Compared to 
existing systems using bulky and complicated mode-locked Ti-sapphire lasers, our 
system was based an all-fiber, compact and power-scalable laser source using 
Erbium-Ytterbium fiber amplifiers. Our research group believes that a true test of the 
performance of a newly developed laser is demonstrating its use in an application. In 
order to leverage the wide bandwidth of the source, we picked sub-micron resolution 3D 
imaging of solder ball grid arrays as the application of choice. The novelty of the 
demonstrated system was its unique ability to measure both height and shape information 
of non-flat surfaces.  
 The latter half of my research was based on increasing the output power in the long 
wavelength bands of the existing mid-IR SC source in our lab. Through a re-design of the 
power-amplifier stage, careful optimization of splices, and improved thermal 
management of the various components, I was able to demonstrate a SC extending out to 
4.3 µm with >500 mW average power in the long wavelength band >3.8 µm. In 
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comparison, the previously version of the SC source in our lab only had ~10 mW average 
power in the same spectral band. However, my primary contribution was the 
development of a mid-IR SC based stand-off detection system using diffuse reflection 
spectroscopy. The previous demonstrations of the use of SC sources in spectroscopy have 
been limited to transmission spectroscopy of gases [31] in the near-IR. We believe that 
our research is the first to demonstrate stand-off (up to ~150m) reflection spectroscopy on 
solid targets covering both the near and mid-IR regions of the spectrum.  
1.6 Thesis layout 
The different chapters in my thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 demonstrates a 
power scalable visible SC source from 0.45-1.20 µm with 0.74W average output power. 
Numerical simulations are performed to confirm the underlying SC generation 
mechanisms and to predict new methods to increase the SC bandwidth. In chapter 3, the 
visible SC source from chapter 2 is used to demonstrate a line scan 3D imaging system 
with ~125 nm axial and ~15 µm transverse resolution. In particular, the Fourier domain 
interferometry based system is used for inspection of ~300 µm high semiconductor solder 
ball grid arrays to determine the ball height along with shape defects of the ball top. Next, 
mid-IR SC generation in ZBLAN fibers with an output spanning 0.8-4.3 µm and 3.9W 
average output power is described in chapter 4. The application of the above source for 
stand-off detection of solid samples using diffuse reflection spectroscopy is shown in 
chapter 5. The different samples are distinguished using a correlation algorithm that is 
based on the unique spectral features in the reflection spectrum of each sample. Finally, 
the results of the previous four chapters are summarized in chapter 6 and the scope for 
improvement and future work is also discussed. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Visible supercontinuum generation in photonic crystal fiber 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Visible SC generation in photonic crystal fibers has been widely studied using a variety 
of pump sources [1]. Mode-locked Ti:sapphire femtosecond lasers around ~750 nm 
produce SC covering the visible, but these sources are expensive and have limited 
average power output. Higher SC average power outputs in excess of a watt have been 
obtained by pumping with mode locked picosecond pulses from a Yb fiber laser at 1060 
nm [2,3]. Various techniques have been demonstrated to extend the SC spectrum towards 
the blue. Supercontinuum extending down to 400 nm was demonstrated using a 
microchip laser at 1064 nm to pump a PCF with modified group index in the infra red to 
efficiently phase match with deeper blue wavelengths [4]. Another method as 
demonstrated by Kudlinski et. al. was used to generate SC with a short wavelength edge 
of 400 nm and >2 mW/nm spectral density by using tapers with continuously decreasing 
dispersion [5]. Multi-wavelength pumping schemes involving a pump and its second 
harmonic [6] or four wave mixing pump conversion [7] have also been demonstrated to 
increase spectral coverage in the visible. 
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The techniques mentioned above using mode locked lasers suffer from one primary 
drawback – lack of average power scalability due to fixed repetition rate. The ability to 
vary the pulse repetition rate is inherent to many SC systems using microchip lasers [7,8] 
and master oscillator power amplifier type pumps. For example, Matos et. al. 
demonstrated a repetition rate tunable chirped pulse amplification erbium system which 
was frequency doubled to generate SC in PCF with 160 mW average power [9]. However, 
the control of the SC average power by varying the repetition rate while keeping the peak 
power constant has not been demonstrated earlier. In this chapter, a simple nanosecond 
source based on frequency doubling amplified gain switched pulses from a standard 1.55 
µm telecom laser diode is demonstrated as a robust alternative to mode-locked laser 
based setups.  
An overview of the key results obtained in this chapter is described below. We 
demonstrate generation of a power-scalable visible supercontinuum (SC) source 
extending between 0.45-1.2 µm with up to 0.74 W average power. The SC is obtained by 
pumping a 1.5 m long photonic crystal fiber (PCF) with a frequency doubled, amplified, 
gain-switched, telecom laser diode. By controlling the non-linearity in the amplifier, the 
SC output is scalable in average power through an increase in the pulse repetition rate 
while maintaining a constant peak power. The continuum generation is initiated by 
modulation instability (MI), and simulations verify that the broadest spectrum is 
generated by pumping in the anomalous dispersion regime close to the PCF zero 
dispersion wavelength (λ0). By leveraging mature telecom technology, the demonstrated 
SC source is economical, compact and robust. The broad spectrum and average power 
control make the SC source particularly useful for applications in optical coherence 
tomography and surface metrology. 
The layout of the chapter is as follows. Section 2.2 describes details of experimental 
setup used to generate the visible SC. The experimental results showing evolution of the 
SC spectrum with peak power and power scalability of the SC output are shown in 
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section 2.3. In section 2.4, numerical simulations of the non-linear Schrödinger equation 
are performed to determine the SC generation mechanisms and understand the limits of 
the wavelength edge. Finally, section 2.5 discusses a new method to extend the short 
wavelength edge using a two stage SC generation process. The first stage uses MI to 
produce high peak power femtosecond pulses while the second stage uses a low 
dispersion but high non-linearity material to achieve large spectral broadening through 
self phase modulation.  
2.2 Experimental setup 
A block diagram of the all fiber integrated high power pump system at 1.55 µm is 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. A 1553 nm DFB laser diode is driven by a pulse generator to 
produce 2 ns pulses at variable repetition rates and amplified using dual stage fiber 
amplifiers. The first stage consists of a 1 m long 4/125 µm Erbium doped fiber amplifier 
(EDFA) forward pumped by a 400 mW 980 nm single mode laser diode. In order to 
improve the noise performance of the system, the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
generated by the first stage amp is filtered using a 100 GHz band pass filter centered at 
the seed laser wavelength. An isolator between the two gain stages prevents damage to 
the components in the pre-amp from backward propagating light in the power-amp stage. 
The power-amp stage comprises a 5m long 7/125 µm cladding pumped 
Erbium-Ytterbium co-doped fiber amplifier (EYFA) backward pumped by two 8W 976 
nm multimode laser diodes coupled into the gain fiber via a 6+1:1 pump combiner. At the 
highest operating repetition rate of 1 MHz, the power-amp produced an output of 3.2W 
average power (1.6 kW peak power).  
 
Fig. 2.1. All fiber integrated high power 1553 nm pump system 
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The light at 1553 nm is then frequency doubled using a periodically poled lithium 
niobate (PPLN) crystal before being coupled into the PCF. The experimental setup for the 
second harmonic generation process (SHG) followed by visible SC generation is shown 
in Fig. 2.2. A quarter wave plate and half wave plate at the output of the power-amp are 
used to adjust the polarization state of the light. The light then passes through a free space 
optical isolator before being coupled into a 10 mm long PPLN crystal temperature 
stabilized at 160C. The crystal temperature and the spot size of the focused beam within 
the PPLN are optimized for maximum SHG efficiency.  
 
Fig. 2.2. Experimental setup for SHG and visible SC generation 
Since the PPLN crystal has a limited doubling bandwidth of ~1 nm, spectral 
broadening in the amplifier reduces the SHG efficiency. To reduce non-linearity, the 
length of the SMF-28 output fiber in the power-amp was shortened to ~0.5 m. Next, the 
input peak power was varied to obtain maximum SHG efficiency ~70% at 1 kW (Fig. 
2.3). The theoretical efficiency for a lossless crystal at the given peak power is ~99%. But, 
the transmission loss through the crystal at low power was measured to be ~30%, and 
thus the maximum conversion efficiency possible experimentally was achieved. With a 
further increase in peak power, the efficiency starts to drop as the amplifier output 
spectrum broadens and more power shifts outside the 1 nm conversion bandwidth of the 
crystal.  
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Fig. 2.3. SHG efficiency versus peak pump power 
The frequency doubled output from the PPLN at 776.5 nm acts as the pump source 
for continuum generation in the PCF. The light is then coupled into a 1.5 m long PCF 
(core diameter = 1.9 µm, λ0 = 745 nm, dispersion slope at λ0 = 0.85 ps.nm-2km-1) with 
~50% coupling efficiency using a 40X microscope objective. The output spectrum is 
recorded using an optical spectrum analyzer with a 2 nm resolution. 
2.3 Experimental results 
The output spectrum from the PCF for a pump (776.5 nm) peak power of 420 W is shown 
in Fig. 2.4. The continuum extends from 450-1200 nm with 0.74 W time averaged power. 
The spectrum is smooth from 550-750 nm with better than 2dB flatness across this 
wavelength range. Apart from the peak at the pump wavelength, several addition peaks 
can be observed in the output spectrum. The peak at ~518 nm is due to third harmonic 
generation from the PPLN, while the peak at ~388 nm arises from phase matched four 
wave mixing. To calibrate the vertical axis of the spectrum, the area under the spectral 
curve was numerically computed and equated to the total SC power as determined by a 
thermal power meter.  
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Fig. 2.4. SC output spectrum from 1.5 m PCF for an input peak power of 420W 
Next, the SC spectral evolution as a function of input peak power was studied (Fig. 
2.5). Since the fiber is pumped with nanosecond pulses in the anomalous dispersion 
region, we expect the SC growth to be initiated by MI [8,10]. In the time domain, this 
implies that the 2 ns pulse breaks up into a train of periodic femtosecond solitons. As the 
peak power is increased to 110 W, the characteristic MI spectral sidebands around the 
pump wavelength are observed. The asymmetry in the spectral power density of the short 
and long wavelength regions arises due to the different continuum generation 
mechanisms responsible for each side. The long wavelength side of the spectrum 
experiences additional gain due to stimulated Raman scattering, which, transfers power 
from shorter to longer wavelengths. On the other hand, wavelengths below the pump are 
generated primarily by phase matched FWM [8,11]. The smooth nature of the continuum 
can be attributed to the ensemble average of spectra produced by multiple solitons within 
the 2ns pulse envelope [12].  
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Fig. 2.5. SC spectral evolution as a function of input peak power 
Finally, the scalability of the SC average output power was demonstrated. The 
nonlinear phenomena responsible for SC generation are dependent on the length of the 
PCF and the peak power of the 776.5 nm pulses. The average power in the continuum 
was scaled up by increasing the repetition rate of the seed laser diode while adding more 
pump power (at 976 nm) to keep the peak power (and hence, the spectral shape) constant 
around 1kW [13]. Figure 2.6 shows the linear increase in SC average power from 250 
mW to 740 mW with an increase in repetition rate from 300 kHz to 1 MHz. The average 
power could be further increased by using a larger core gain fiber (to reduce amplifier 
non-linearity) and increasing the pumping power by additional 976 nm pump diodes.  
 
Fig. 2.6. SC average output power versus pulse repetition rate 
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2.4 Numerical simulations 
To determine the wavelength limits of the generated SC and identify the generation 
mechanisms, numerical simulations of the generalized non-linear Schrodinger equation 
were performed using the adaptive split-step Fourier method. The complex envelope
( , )A z τ of a pulse, under the slowly varying approximation satisfies the generalized 
NLSE given by, 
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where the pulse moves along z in the retarded time frame / gt z vτ = −  with the center 
angular frequency of ω0. The linear terms in the differential operator D
∧
account for the 
second (β2), third (β3) and the fourth order (β4) dispersion as well as the loss (α) of the 
fiber. The terms in the operator Nˆ result from nonlinear interactions, which describe 
self-phase modulation, self-steepening and stimulated Raman scattering effects. In 
particular, the effective nonlinearity is defined as 2 0 / effn cAγ ω= , where n2 and Aeff are 
the nonlinear refractive index and effective mode area of the fiber respectively.  In 
addition, hR(t) represents the Raman response function, and fR is the fractional 
contribution of the Raman response to the nonlinear polarization. To reduce computation 
time, a 20 ps super-Gaussian pulse at 776.5 nm was fed as the input to our simulator. 
Simulations with broader pulse widths (up to 200 ps) were also performed and showed no 
significant difference in the spectrum obtained.  
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Figure 2.7 shows comparison between experiment and simulation results for 1.5 m of 
PCF with γ = 65 W-1km-1. The pump wavelength is 776.5 nm and the peak power is 420 
W. The differences between the 2 curves can be explained as follows. On the short 
wavelength side, the experimental spectrum shows additional peaks between 350-550 nm 
that are not present in the simulation. As mentioned earlier in section 2.3, the peak at 518 
nm is due to third harmonic generation from the PPLN crystal, while that at 388 nm is 
due to four wave mixing between the 518 nm and 777 nm signals. The additional peaks at 
440 nm and 475 nm are also attributed to the same phase matched process. Since the 
simulator only assumes a delta function input at the second harmonic frequency of 776.5 
nm, and does not include the weak third harmonic at 518 nm, the various phase matched 
peaks due to the four wave mixing process are not present in the simulated spectrum. On 
the long wavelength side, simulation results show higher power than the experimentally 
obtained spectrum. While the simulator assumes a constant mode field diameter (MFD) 
across the entire wavelength range, the MFD actually increases for long wavelengths as 
the guiding properties of the fiber become weaker. Thus, the effective non-linearity at 
long wavelengths is smaller in the experiment compared to the simulations, resulting in a 
lower continuum level.  
 
Fig. 2.7. Comparison of experimental and simulation spectra for 1.5m PCF at 420W peak power 
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To confirm that the SC generation is initiated by MI, simulations with fibers having 
different zero dispersion wavelengths but the same dispersion slope 0.85 ps.nm-2km-1 
were performed. In each case, the common parameters were the pump wavelength λp = 
776.5 nm, peak power P = 420 W and non-linear coefficient γ = 65 W-1km-1. Figure 2.8(a) 
shows the output spectrum after propagation through 0.3 m of fibers with λ0 ranging from 
745 nm to 775 nm. We observe symmetrical side bands around the pump wavelength and 
obtain maximum broadening for the fiber with λ0=775 nm. This is consistent with MI, 
since MI phase matches only when the pump is in the anomalous dispersion region and 
the gain bandwidth is inversely proportional to the separation of the pump wavelength 
from the fiber λ0. The theoretical MI gain coefficient is given by, 
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After propagation through a length L of the fiber, the power gain experienced by the 
Stokes signal is given by,
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γ= = + . Figure 2.8(b) plots G after 
L = 0.3 m for fibers with different λ0 and the results are in excellent agreement with Fig. 
2.8(a). This confirms that modulation instability is the dominant non-linear effect in the 
initial propagation through the PCF. Initially, anomalous dispersion plays an important 
role in breaking up the quasi-CW pulse into ultra short pulses required for SC generation. 
Thus, while MI seeds the SC generation process, MI alone cannot account for the final 
continuum bandwidth obtained. The resulting ultra short pulses further broaden the 
spectrum as they propagate down the fiber through an interplay of self phase modulation, 
stimulated Raman scattering and phase matched four wave mixing. But, as the continuum 
evolves towards the blue wavelength region, the large normal dispersion of the PCF 
prevents efficient four wave mixing. In other words, the short wavelength edge of the 
continuum is limited by phase mismatch caused by the fiber dispersion.  
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Fig. 2.8. Output after 0.3m PCF for different λ0 (a) Simulation output (b) Theoretical MI power gain 
2.5 Discussion 
In this section, a 2 stage model based on separation of the pulse break-up and spectral 
broadening stage is proposed to optimize the short wavelength SC generation process. In 
the first stage, a short length of PCF is pumped in the anomalous dispersion regime to 
break-up the nanosecond pulse into a train of ultra short femtosecond pulses through MI. 
In the second stage, a material with high Kerr non-linearity (large non linear refractive 
index n2) and minimal dispersion is used to maximize spectral broadening. Simulation 
results for the 2 stage model are presented below. Figure 2.9 shows the temporal output 
after propagating through 0.5 m of PCF with λ0 = 745 nm and λp = 776.5 nm. The initial 
20 ps super-Gaussian pulse is broken up into ~20 fs wide pulses with ~3x the original 
intensity. The separation between pulses is ~74 fs and is in excellent agreement with the 
theoretical separation given by 0 22 / 2 /T Pp γ β= = 73 fs, where P0 = 420 W, γ = 65 
W-1km-1 and β2 = -7.39e-3 ps2/m.  
 
Fig. 2.9. MI induced pulse break-up after propagation through 0.5m PCF with λ0=745nm and 420W input 
peak power 
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The narrow pulses from the 1st stage PCF are then launched into an ideal 2nd stage 
dispersion less material with non-linearity comparable to the PCF. The output spectra for 
different lengths of the 2nd stage material are shown in Fig. 2.10. We observe symmetric 
and smooth broadening around the pump wavelength indicative of SPM as the primary 
broadening mechanism. On the other hand, Fig. 2.11 shows the results for the same 
propagation length in a single stage PCF. The corresponding spectra are asymmetric and 
much narrower as further spectral broadening is ultimately limited by fiber dispersion. 
The 20 dB SC bandwidth after just 4 cm of stage 2 material is ~425 nm compared to 
~230 nm for the single stage, an enhancement of almost 2x.  
 
Fig. 2.10. Spectra from two stage model: 0.5m 745 nm λ0 PCF followed by ideal n2 material 
 
Fig. 2.11. Spectra from single stage model: 0.50-0.70m of 745 nm λ0 PCF 
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The choice of the 2nd stage material is based on the relative values of the dispersion 
length (LD) and non-linear length (LNL). The dispersion length is given by 
2
0 2/DL τ β=  
and the nonlinear length is 1/( )NLL Pγ= , where τ0 is the FWHM of the soliton from the 
1st stage and P is the peak power. While it is essential for the 1st stage PCF to be pumped 
in the anomalous regime, the 2nd stage can be normally dispersive provided LNL << LD. 
This ensures that significant SPM broadening takes place before the pulses are reduced in 
intensity due to the normal dispersion. As an example, PCF filled with liquid carbon 
disulfide [14] not only exhibits large non-linearity ~ 6W-1m-1 at 775 nm, but can also be 
tailored to minimize dispersion at the pump wavelength.  
2.6 Summary 
In summary, SC extending from 450-1200 nm with 0.74 W average power was generated 
in PCF using frequency doubled light from a dual stage fiber amplifier. The average SC 
power was shown to be linearly scalable with the pulse repetition rate while the 
maximum output power was limited by the core size of the gain fiber and available pump 
power. Numerical simulations confirmed that the broadest SC spectrum required 
pumping in the anomalous dispersion regime close to the PCF λ0. Further enhancement 
of the continuum bandwidth is possible through a two step SC generation process – MI 
induced pulse breakup in a short length of anomalous dispersion PCF followed by SPM 
broadening in an ideal dispersion less high non-linearity material.
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Chapter 3 
 
High resolution line-scan 3D imaging system for solder ball 
inspection 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The continuous reduction in size of semiconductor devices has led to an increased density 
of chips on a wafer. Consequently, conventional wire leads that extend outside the chip’s 
physical dimensions are being replaced by solder ball grid arrays (Fig. 3.1) that can 
directly be flip-chip bonded with an external circuit. The reliability of electrical contact 
depends on the shape and size of solder balls deposited on the chip, and, thus, inspection 
of the balls is very important for quality control [1]. Current 2D inspection techniques 
using machine vision can measure ball diameter and location, but provide no information 
regarding the height of different balls. 3D methods such as laser triangulation and 
confocal microscopy have been used to measure the ball height, but they do not provide 
any shape information [1]. Ohta et.al. [2,3] demonstrated 3D measurement of tilted and 
curved surfaces with ~1 m stand-off distance and 1.5 µm axial resolution using an 
all-fiber integrated point-scan interferometer operating at 1.55 µm. In comparison, the SC 
based line scan technique demonstrated in this chapter enables determination of top shape 
of the ball by measuring the 3D profile over a +/-20 degree angle from the vertical axis of 
the ball with 125 nm axial resolution. Thus, this method enables the measurement of 
individual ball heights along with the ability to detect defective ball shapes.
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Fig. 3.1. Solder ball grid array 
The key results obtained in this chapter are described below. We demonstrate a line scan 
system with 125 nm axial (z) and 15 µm lateral (x-y) resolution for 3D inspection of 
curved surfaces. The system comprises of the visible super-continuum (SC) laser 
described in chapter 2 coupled to a Fourier domain Michelson interferometer via 
cylindrical optics. While the broad bandwidth (600-700 nm) of the SC source is 
responsible for the high axial resolution [4], the high laser average output power (~5 
mW) enables the measurement of curved surfaces that reflect most light in a direction 
away from the receiver. The maximum measurable angular tilt from the sample surface 
normal for a given source power is observed to depend on the surface roughness of the 
sample. As an example, the line scan system is used to demonstrate height measurement 
over +/- 20 degrees from the normal on a solder ball grid array (BGA) used in the 
semiconductor industry and over +/- 60 degrees on a rough steel ball bearing sample.  
The different sections in the chapter are organized as follows. The optical layout of 
the line scan interferometer and the algorithm for extracting sample height is described 
section 3.2. In section 3.3, calibrated samples are used to measure the system’s axial and 
transverse resolution, axial measurement range, sensitivity and angular measurement 
capability in order to determine the performance metrics of the system. Section 3.4 
describes the measurements performed on a ball grid array sample to determine 
individual ball heights and detect different types of shape defects. Finally, the limitations 
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of the system and scope for improvement are discussed in section 3.5 before summarizing 
the results in section 3.6.  
3.2 Experimental setup 
3.2.1 Fourier domain line scan interferometer 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the optical layout for the line scan interferometer. While the setup 
resembles a conventional point-scan FD-OCT system, the introduction of a cylindrical 
lens and replacement of a 1D array with a 2D CCD camera enables the measurement 
along an entire line instead of a single point with each camera image [5]. The 
interferometer layout was modeled using ZEMAX software to provide the best imaging 
performance using standard off-the-shelf optics. While the total SC spectrum extends 
from 500 – 1200 nm, the line scan interferometer design only utilizes 100 nm of the SC 
spectrum from 600 – 700 nm to minimize the effects of chromatic aberration caused by 
the cylindrical lens.  
First, the light from the supercontinuum source was collimated to an 8 mm diameter 
beam using a 10X microscope objective. Using a 600 nm long pass and 700 nm short 
pass filter, the average power in the above spectral region was measured to be ~5 mW. 
The collimated beam then passes through a 100 mm focal length plano-convex 
cylindrical lens CL1 followed by an equal focal length spherical achromatic doublet L1 
separated from CL1 by 200 mm. This imaging geometry transforms the 8 mm circular 
beam at the input of CL1 to an 8 mm long (y-axis) by 15 µm wide (x-axis) line at the 
focal plane of lens L1. The positioning of the non-polarizing cube beam splitter just after 
lens L1 ensures that an identical focused line is generated in both the sample and 
reference arms. After reflection from the sample and reference mirror M2, the object and 
reference beams are re-combined at the beam splitter and produce an interference pattern. 
Variable neutral density filters ND1 and ND2 are used to adjust the balance between the 
light intensities in the two arms of the interferometer. In order to extract the sample 
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height information from the interference pattern, it must be spectrally dispersed and 
imaged onto a camera.  
The interferogram is spectrally dispersed along the x-axis by passing the light through 
a 600 groves/mm transmission diffraction grating while achromatic doublet lenses L2 and 
L3 (both with 100 mm focal length) are used to image the wavelength resolved 
interferogram onto a 2048 x 2048 pixel CCD camera. Since L2 and L3 are identical 
lenses, the 8 mm long line on the sample is imaged 1:1 along the camera’s y-axis. Thus, 
while the CCD rows contain spatial information along the line (y-axis), the spectral 
information is contained along the CCD columns. Hence, a single image frame of the 
CCD provides height information along the entire line [6,7] and a complete 3D scan of 
the sample only requires a 1D translation of the sample along the x-axis.  
 
Fig. 3.2. Experimental setup for visible SC based Fourier domain line scan interferometer  
3.2.2 Extraction of sample height from CCD images 
The extraction of meaningful sample height data along the imaged line requires 
post-processing of the images acquired by the CCD camera. A 4 step algorithm was used 
to perform the required image processing analysis in Matlab. The detected spectrum as a 
function of frequency in each CCD row is given by [8]- 
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 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }ωωωωω SRSRout EEEES *22 Re2++=  (1) 
The above equation represents the total intensity from three terms – only reference arm 
power, only sample arm power and interference between the sample and reference arms. 
However, the useful information about sample height information is only contained 
within the third interference term and the axial scan is obtained by taking the Fourier 
transform of this term. Thus, the first step in the algorithm is to remove the dominant DC 
term by performing a background image subtraction. This is accomplished by blocking 
the light in the sample arm and capturing an image with the light reflected from just the 
reference arm. This background image is then subtracted from each image before 
proceeding to the next step. In the 2nd step, a sub-frame is selected from the entire 2048 x 
2048 pixels image frame to define the spatial extent of the imaged line and the spectral 
range of the continuum to be used for processing. In our experiments, each row pixel 
corresponds to 7.4 µm of the line length while each column pixel represents a spectral 
bandwidth of 0.116 nm. We used 768 rows corresponding to the central 5.7 mm section 
of the 8 mm long line and 860 columns corresponding to the 100 nm wavelength range 
from 600–700 nm.  
The Fourier transform (FT) process requires equally sampled points in the frequency 
space while the light from the grating is spread across the CCD columns in equal 
wavelength increments. Thus, in step 3, the wavelength interferogram along each row is 
converted to a frequency interferogram and then re-sampled using a cubic-spline 
interpolation algorithm [9,10] to generate 1024 equally spaced points in the frequency 
domain. In the final step, the result is Fourier transformed to the z-space using a 32,768 
point fast Fourier transform algorithm.  
Since the samples used in this experiment were not multi layered biological tissues 
but instead metallic, the analysis was simplified by assuming that all reflections originate 
from a single layer at the top of the sample surface. Under this assumption, the z position 
of the peak of the FT curve is assigned as the distance of the corresponding point on the 
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sample from the interferometer zero delay position. Repeating this procedure for each 
row of the image produces a height profile of the sample along the imaged line (y-axis). 
By processing multiple images corresponding to different sample positions along the 
x-axis, one can build up a complete 3D map of the surface. An important precaution to 
take while performing this experiment was to always place the sample entirely on one 
side of the zero delay position. A sample surface that straddles the zero delay position 
would have ambiguous height measurements since the FD technique only measures the 
magnitude of the sample distance and not the sign. Figure 3.3 summarizes the procedure 
to obtain the height profile along the imaged line from the CCD image.  
 
Fig. 3.3. Conversion from single CCD image to height profile along imaged line 
3.3 System calibration 
3.3.1 Transverse and axial resolution 
In this section, the system resolution along each linear axis is obtained. Along the x-axis, 
the resolution is defined as the 1/e2 width of the line shaped focus at the sample surface. 
This value was determined to be ~15 µm using a razor edge scan to sample the beam 
profile. The resolution along the y-axis is determined by the imaging geometry of the 
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interferometer design. Since lenses L2 and L3 in Fig. 3.2 have an equal focal length of 
100 mm, the 8 mm long line on the sample surface is imaged with a magnification ratio 
of 1:1 along the CCD’s y-axis. Thus, the y-resolution of the system is now simply 
defined as being equal to the camera pixel size of 7.4 µm.  
The z (axial) resolution of the system is related to coherence length of the light source 
used, which in turn depends on the optical bandwidth. The theoretical value of the 
coherence length for a light source with a Gaussian spectrum is given by [3]- 
 λλλλp ∆≈∆= /44.0/*)/2ln2( 20
2
0cohl   (2) 
where λ0 is the center wavelength and ∆λ is the full width at half maximum of the source 
spectrum. However, for a light source with a rectangular spectrum such as the visible SC, 
the multiplicative factor in eq. (2) ~ 0.60. In our system, we have λ0 = 650 nm and ∆λ = 
100 nm which gives lcoh ~ 2.54 µm. The coherence length of the SC source was also 
determined experimentally by placing a flat silver mirror in the sample arm at a distance 
of 50 µm from the zero delay position and obtaining the z-profile (Fig. 3.4) at the center 
of the line. The experimentally measured coherence length is defined as the FWHM of 
the peak and was determined to be ~2.50 µm which is in good agreement with the 
theoretical value.  
 
Fig. 3.4. Experimental determination of coherence length 
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The relationship between the axial (z) resolution and coherence length depends on the 
nature of the sample under test. For a tissue sample in an OCT setup, the two values are 
defined as being equal due to the multiple reflections from different layers. However, 
unlike OCT, we are not trying to determine the layers within the sample but instead 
determine the 3D shape of the sample surface. Under the assumption of a metallic sample 
as described in Sec 3.2.2, the location of the peak of the curve can be super-resolved to 
much better than the nominal 3 dB width [3]. In our system, we achieved a factor of 20 
improvement and thus define the axial resolution to be 1/20th of the measured coherence 
length i.e. 125 nm. 
Finally, the estimate of the system’s axial resolution was verified by measuring a 
calibrated silicon step height standard coated with reflective aluminum. Figure 3.5 shows 
a 3D view of the 1mm x 1mm sample as measured with the line scan interferometer. The 
step in the middle is clearly resolved and the step height was measured to be 125.2 nm +/- 
17.7 nm. The error bar was obtained by determining the standard deviation of the heights 
in each individual plane of the step and calculating the square root of the sum of their 
squares to estimate the standard deviation of the step height measurement. The 
experimentally observed value was in close agreement with the 131.0 nm measured by a 
calibrated Dektak stylus profilometer.  
 
Fig. 3.5. 3D view of calibration step height standard measured by the line scan system 
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3.3.2 Sensitivity 
The sensitivity of the system is a measure of the smallest reflectivity of the sample arm 
that produces a minimum detectable SNR = 1. The theoretical expression for shot noise 
limited sensitivity in the Fourier domain configuration is given by [12],  
 hvPSNR isampleFD /τη=  (3) 
where Psample is the sample arm power returning to the detection arm, η is the efficiency 
of the spectrometer system, τi is the camera integration time, h is the Planck’s constant 
and ν is the center frequency of the light. While the above equation was obtained for a 
point-scan system, it is still valid for our line scan system provided we redefine Psample as 
the sample arm power returning to the detection arm towards each individual CCD row 
and not the entire camera. With an ideal reflector in the sample arm, 0.5 mW average 
power was measured returning to the detection arm and imaged across ~1000 CCD rows 
resulting in Psample ~ 0.5 µW. The spectrometer efficiency η was determined to be 0.20, 
the integration time was set to 100 µs and the center wavelength was 650 nm. Thus, the 
theoretically expected sensitivity is SNRFD = 75.1 dB.  
The sensitivity of the system was also determined experimentally by using a weak 
reflector in the sample arm. A 99% reflectivity mirror was placed in the sample arm with 
a 10 dB neutral density filter in front of it to provide a total of 20 dB attenuation to the 
light in the sample arm. The mirror was placed at varying distances from the 
interferometer zero delay position and the height along the line was measured for each 
position using the technique described in section 3.2.2. Figure 3.6 shows the obtained FT 
z-space curves at the center of the imaged line for the different positions of the sample 
arm mirror.  
The system sensitivity at a given position of the sample was calculated by adding the 
SNR of the corresponding curve (20 times the log ratio of the peak to the standard 
deviation of the noise floor) to the known attenuation of the sample arm [13]. At z = 100 
µm, the SNR is measured as 50.4 dB, resulting in a system sensitivity of 70.4 dB. The 
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deviation of 4.7 dB from the theoretically expected value is attributed largely to the 
excess relative intensity noise in the SC source above the shot-noise limit. In addition, 
numerical sampling errors and mechanical vibrations in the interferometer setup also 
contribute to the degraded system sensitivity.  
 
Fig. 3.6. Sample depth dependent decrease in system sensitivity 
3.3.3 Axial measurement range  
The axial measurement range in a Fourier domain system is limited by the finite 
spectrometer resolution. The axial position of the sample is encoded as a function of the 
periodicity of the interference fringes. The wavelength separation between adjacent 
fringe maxima decreases as the sample distance from the zero delay position increases. 
The maximum measurable range is reached when the fringe period becomes less than 2 
pixels wide. The theoretical maximum measurement range for an FD-OCT system is 
given by [6] 
 dλλ 4/20max =z  (4) 
where dλ is the spectrometer resolution. In our system, the 100 nm wide spectrum 
centered at 650 nm is spread across 860 horizontal pixels (columns) to give dλ = 0.116 
nm. This gives a maximum measurement range zmax = 910 µm and is consistent with the 
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experimentally obtained data shown in Fig. 3.4. A characteristic depth dependant 
decrease in system sensitivity was observed due to increase in sampling errors at longer 
delays attributed to finite spectrometer resolution [12]. At the far end of the measurement 
range near z = 900 um, the sensitivity was almost 32 dB lower than the maximum 
obtained near the zero delay position.  
3.3.4 Angular measurement range 
The angular measurement range of the line scan system depends on a combination of 
source power, camera exposure time and sample surface finish. Two chrome steel ball 
bearing samples of identical size (3.17 mm diameter) but different surface finish were 
used to determine the system’s angular measurement capability. Sample #1 was left in its 
original high reflectivity polished state while sample #2 was roughened using a 240-grit 
sandpaper to provide enhanced diffused scatter. The ball bearing samples were scanned 
along the x-axis in 15 µm increments and the resulting CCD images were processed 
using the algorithm described in Section 3.2.2. Before plotting the results on a color 
coded height map, an additional step was performed to delete points on the ball with an 
insufficient SNR to accurately determine the ball height at that point. All points with an 
SNR < 10 dB in the FT z-space curve were not assigned any color and instead just plotted 
as a white pixel.  
The 3D height maps obtained for the polished and roughened ball bearing samples are 
shown in Fig. 3.7(a), 3.7(b) and 3.7(c), 3.7(d) respectively. In the case of the polished 
ball, measurements were only possible over an angular range of +/- 20 degrees from the 
ball normal. The system was unable to map out the ball bearing surface at steeper angles 
since the non-specular reflection from the ball surface at these angles was below the 
sensitivity limit of the system. On the other hand, the line scan system was able to obtain 
height information over +/- 60 degrees from the roughened sample due to the surface 
reflectance being more diffuse as opposed to specular. The difference in observable 
angular range between the two samples is due to the difference in reflectivity fall-off 
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rates from the normal to off-normal angles. In the polished ball bearing, the reflectivity 
falls of much more rapidly in non-specular directions compared to the gradual decrease in 
the roughened ball. Table 3.1 summarizes the performance metrics of the line scan 
system. 
 
Fig. 3.7. 3D scan of steel ball bearing – (a) Polished ball - top view, (b) Polished ball - side view,  
(c) Roughened ball - top view, (d) Roughened ball - side view 
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Parameter Value 
x resolution 15 µm 
y resolution 7.4 µm 
z resolution 125 nm 
Line length 5.7 mm 
Axial measurement range 910 µm 
Angular measurement range Depends on surface roughness (between +/-20 to +/-60 degrees) 
Sensitivity 70.4 dB 
Table 3.1. Performance metrics of line scan system 
3.4 Experimental results 
3.4.1 Ball grid array surface map 
After completing the characterization of the system’s performance metrics, a complete 
3D scan of a solder ball grid array sample was performed. The sample consists of 75 
spherical solder balls on a 4.5 mm x 5 mm silicon die. The solder balls are ~300 µm high 
and are positioned on a square gird with adjacent ball spacing (center to center) of ~500 
µm. The sample was placed on a stepper motor and a Labview program was used to scan 
the sample along the x-axis in 15 µm increments. The program also controlled a frame 
grabber card that captured interference images from the CCD camera at a rate of 2 
frames/sec resulting in a net linear scan rate of 30 µm/s. The program acquired 300 
images (4.5 mm) to cover the entire area of the die and then processed the images in 
Matlab using the algorithm described in section 3.2.2. Finally, any horizontal and vertical 
tilt resulting from errors in the initial positioning of the sample was removed in the 
processed 3D image.  
The final obtained image in Fig. 3.8 shows the resulting 3D map of the sample with a 
leveled substrate and ball tops of different heights and shapes. The color bar shows the 
height of each pixel as measured from the interferometer zero delay plane. Locations on 
the sample which did not reflect sufficient light back towards the camera are shown in 
white as they did not produce a measurable interference pattern to extract a meaningful 
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height value. While almost all points from the base of the sample could be measured, we 
could only measure +/- 20 degrees on most ball tops due to the mostly specular reflection 
from the shiny solder balls. 
 
Fig. 3.8. 3D height map (microns) of solder ball grid array  
3.4.2 Determination of ball heights and dynamic repeatability  
The overall 3D map of the sample needs to be further processed to extract information 
regarding the height of each ball. The dynamic height repeatability was obtained by 
removing the BGA sample from the stepper motor stage at the end of each scan and then 
placing it in the sample holder again before the start of the next scan. Thus, for each 
independent scan performed in the above manner, vertical and horizontal tilt correction 
was performed to the height map before determination of ball heights. The height of each 
ball was defined as the average of the 9 highest pixels on each ball minus the average 
height of the surrounding flat base.  
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Table 3.2 below shows the mean height and standard deviation obtained for the 9 
balls in column 3 of the die after 10 independent scans of the same region. The overall 
dynamic repeatability of the height measurements is defined as the worst case standard 
deviation of ~167 nm. We believe the variations in the values of the standard deviation in 
the table below arise due to the relatively large pixel size (15 µm x-pixel and 7.4 µm 
y-pixel) compared to the ball size (~290 µm). Thus, repeated scans of the same ball 
produce different height results as each scan might sample slightly different regions on 
the ball due to differences in initial sample positioning. While the repeatability results 
were adequate for the intended application, further improvements can be made to the 
repeatability using a better algorithm based on obtaining a best fit sphere for the points. 
 
Ball (Col 3) Mean Height (µm) Standard deviation (µm) 
1 292.6 0.135 
2 291.0 0.065 
3 293.6 0.080 
4 289.2 0.127 
5 284.4 0.071 
6 288.6 0.061 
7 290.0 0.076 
8 289.8 0.122 
9 294.9 0.167 
 Table 3.2. Average solder ball heights and standard deviation over 10 independent scans 
3.4.3 Identification of solder ball shape defects 
In addition to determining ball height, the line scan system also enables the measurement 
of the solder ball top shape. While a normal ball has a round top, one can see from Fig. 
3.6 that some balls have other shapes. Examples of three of the most common defect 
types are discussed below. First, we look at the following two balls – Col 1 Row 9 and 
Col 2 Row 6. Both these balls are shown in orange on the color map indicating a lower 
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height than most of the other balls which are in red. This defect is known as a flat top and 
looks like a ball that has been squished from the top. Thus, we get a distinct image with a 
large number of pixels on the ball with similar height distribution and lower average 
height than non defective balls.  
The second type of defect consists of incomplete spheres such as the balls in Col 1 
Row 1 and Col 2 Row 9. One way to indentify these defects is the occurrence of a large 
number of white pixels (due to absence of reflecting material resulting in low SNR) at the 
location of the top of the ball. In addition, the presence of two or more clusters of points 
separated by a discontinuity also indicates the presence of missing solder from the ball 
shape. Finally, the third type of defect as seen in the ball in Col 9 Row 8 represents a ball 
that is positioned at the incorrect grid location. This defect can be identified by 
determining the x-y position of the ball center and comparing its distance to the centers of 
neighboring balls. Figures 3.9(a), 3.9(b) and 3.9(c) show the line scan 3D view of each 
type of defect while Figs. 3.10(a), 3.10(b) and 3.10(c) show the corresponding 2D 
microscope image.  
 
Fig. 3.9. 3D view of solder ball defects –(a) Flat top, (b) Incomplete sphere, (c) Incorrect grid location 
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Fig. 3.10. 2D microscope view of solder ball defects – (a) Flat top, (b) Incomplete sphere, (c) Incorrect 
grid location 
3.4.4 Measurement of other samples – copper penny and screw head 
In addition to the primary ball grid array sample, the line scan system was also used for 
the 3D measurement of other flat and curved samples described below. Figure 3.11 shows 
the height map of an 8 mm x 3.5 mm section of Lincoln’s face on a copper penny with 
the raised features such as the noise and hair clearly visible. Figure 3.12 shows the 3D 
view of a size 4-20 screw head with a clearly distinguishable ridge pattern.  
 
Fig. 3.11. Height map of 8 mm x 3.5 mm section of Lincoln’s face on a copper penny 
 
Fig. 3.12. 3D view of a size 4-20 screw head 
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3.5 Discussion 
An important factor that limits the measurement of weak reflections at steeper angles 
from the sample is the system sensitivity. As can be seen from eq. (3), the system 
sensitivity can be increased by increasing the source power incident on the sample or the 
camera exposure time. While the above equation is only valid for a shot noise limited 
light source, the SC source in our setup was generated by a modulation instability process 
and hence suffered from additional amplitude fluctuations [11]. The noise of the SC 
source was determined to be ~1.5x higher than the shot noise limit producing a 
degradation of 3.5 dB in the system sensitivity. However, in section 3.3.2, the difference 
between the theoretical and experimental sensitivity was measured as 4.7 dB. Possible 
reasons for the additional 1.2 dB degradation include numerical errors in the 
interferogram re-sampling process and mechanical vibration instabilities in the 
interferometer.  
The problem of excessive noise can be solved by replacing the SC source with a low 
noise broadband super-luminescent diode (SLD). SLDs with a center wavelength of 825 
nm, 60 nm of 3 dB bandwidth and >15 mW of single mode fiber coupled output power 
are already commercially available. While the SLD would offer near shot noise limited 
performance, the main drawback would be the reduction in the system’s axial resolution. 
While our 100 nm wide SC centered at 650 nm has a theoretical coherence length of 2.1 
µm, the SLD based system would only have 5.7 µm of coherence length. Given an 
identical improvement factor using super-resolution, the SLD based system would have 
~340 nm of z-resolution compared to the 125 nm of the current SC based system.  
Finally, the limitation in the scan speed of the line scan system and the potential for 
improvements is investigated. The system demonstrated in this paper measures a 5.7 mm 
x 15 µm area every 0.5s with a typical camera exposure time of 100 µs. Even though the 
camera is capable of 15 fps operation, our custom Labview program used to control the 
sample stepper motor and frame grabber card currently operates at just 2 fps. Thus, while 
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there is sufficient source power to make measurements with just 100 µs of camera 
exposure time, the speed bottleneck arises from the extremely slow frame rate of the 
camera. In theory, one can achieve a 1000x improvement in speed using a 2,000 fps 
camera and still be limited by the frame rate and not a lack of SNR. Watanabe et. al. [15] 
have demonstrated a high speed line field FD-OCT system using a 1500 fps CMOS 
camera for in-vivo measurement of a human finger-tip. 
Another way to increase speed with limited camera frame rates is to increase the line 
length incident on the sample surface. In our system, an 8 mm line was incident on the 
sample of which only the central 5.7 mm was used for processing to ensure more uniform 
sample illumination intensity. The length of the line was determined by the imaging 
performance of the cylindrical lens CL1 in Fig. 3.1. While large diameter high 
performance spherical lenses are easily available off the shelf, obtaining an achromatic 
and diffraction limited performance cylindrical lens of >1” diameter requires expensive 
custom design and manufacturing. However, with a combination of longer line length and 
higher scanning speed, the system may potentially be suitable for rapid in-line inspection 
of bumped wafers.  
3.6 Summary 
In summary, a visible supercontinuum based line scan FD interferometer with an axial 
resolution of 125 nm, lateral resolution of 15 µm and sensitivity of 70.4 dB was 
demonstrated. The above system was used for the simultaneous height and top shape 
measurement of ~300 µm high solder balls on a semiconductor die sample. By measuring 
over a +/- 20 degree angle down the ball tops, solder ball shape defects such as flat top, 
damaged center and incorrect location were successfully identified. The ability to 
measure curved surfaces at large incidence angles was strongly dependent on the surface 
roughness of the sample and was limited by the intensity fluctuations of the SC source. 
The line scan system successfully demonstrated measurement over +/- 60 degrees on a 
rough 3.17 mm diameter steel ball bearing sample. Finally, it was determined that the 
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commercial viability of a wafer inspection system required an increase in scan speed of 
the system, which was currently limited by the camera frame rate. 
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Chapter 4 
 
Mid-infrared supercontinuum generation in ZBLAN fiber 
 
4.1 Introduction  
Light sources in the mid-IR wavelength range are useful for a number of applications 
including spectroscopy [1], remote sensing [2], free-space communication [3] and 
bio-medical ablation [4]. While conventional blackbody radiators such a silicon carbide 
‘Globar’ source provide continuous spectral coverage from 2-20 µm, the low output 
power and poor spatial coherence make them unsuitable for most applications other than 
a light source for an FTIR spectrometer. On the other hand, laser based sources may 
overcome the above disadvantages but are typically either single line or tunable over a 
limited wavelength range. The most common way of producing laser light in the mid-IR 
light is using optical parametric oscillators [5] / optical parametric amplifiers [6] or 
quantum cascaded lasers [7]. While the former requires a complicated setup with multiple 
free space optical components, the latter often requires cryogenic temperatures for high 
power operation. A supercontinuum laser source, on the other hand, combines the broad 
continuous wavelength coverage of a lamp and the high spatial coherence and output 
power of a laser. The all-fiber integrated mid-IR SC source demonstrated in this chapter 
is power scalable with no moving or free space parts, operates at room temperature, 
covers multiple atmospheric transmission windows and has excellent beam quality due to 
the single mode fiber output.  
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Mid-IR SC generation in optical fibers has been demonstrated using a variety of laser 
sources and fiber materials. The conventional approach involves the use of high peak 
power femtosecond pulses from a mode locked laser [8] to pump a low mid-IR loss fiber 
composed from fluoride [9], chalcogenide [10] or tellurite [11] glass. A novel technique 
to eliminate the need for mode-locked lasers was demonstrated by Xia et. al. [12] using a 
two step SC generation process. In the first step, modulation instability in standard SMF 
is used to initiate pulse break-up of quasi-continuous wave nanosecond laser diode pulses 
at 1.55 µm. In the next step, the high peak power pulses from the first stage are coupled 
into ZBLAN fluoride fiber to generate a broad supercontinuum through stimulated 
Raman scattering and other non-linear effects such as self phase modulation and four 
wave mixing. While the experiments in this chapter are based on the sample platform as 
[12], we achieve substantially higher output power in the longer wavelength bands of the 
SC. We achieved this by scaling up the amplifier gain fiber size, using higher power 
pump diodes, improved thermal management and careful selection of ZBLAN fiber 
parameters such as core size, cut-off wavelength and numerical aperture [13].     
The key results obtained in this chapter are described below. We demonstrate a 
mid-IR SC source extending from 800-4300 nm with 3.9 W total output power (with 50% 
modulation) and 0.5W average power in the region beyond 3800 nm. Light at 1543 nm 
from a seed laser diode was amplified to ~ 20 kW peak power in a dual stage cladding 
pumped Er-Yb fiber amplifier (EYFA) system before being coupled into a 9 m ZBLAN 
fiber with an 8 µm core and 0.27 NA. The SC output was power-scalable and the 
maximum output power was limited by the available pump power.  
The layout of this chapter is organized as follows. The experimental setup for mid-IR 
SC generation is described in section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes the experimental results 
related to the power-amp characterization, output from the ZBLAN fiber and scalability 
of the SC output power. A discussion related to the fiber output end degradation is 
contained in section 4.4 followed by a summary of the results in section 4.5.  
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4.2 Experimental setup 
Figure 4.1 below shows the layout of the system used for generation of the mid-IR SC 
extending from 0.8 – 4.3 µm. First, a pulse generator is used to produce 0.5 ns pulses at 
variable repetition rates from a 1543 nm DFB seed laser diode. The entire system was 
modulated at 500 Hz with a 50% duty cycle to reduce the thermal load on the various 
components. The light is then amplified in a pre-amp stage comprising 2 m of a 7/125 µm 
cladding pumped Er-Yb gain fiber. The gain fiber is forward pumped by a 1W 976 nm 
pump diode coupled into the gain fiber via a 6+1:1 pump combiner. The light is then 
filtered by a narrowband (0.8 nm FWHM) filter centered at the seed wavelength to 
remove the out of band ASE from being further amplified in the next amplifier stage.  
 
Fig. 4.1. Experimental setup for mid-IR SC generation 
After passing through an isolator, the light is further amplified to ~20 kW of peak 
power by the power-amp stage comprising of a backward pumped 2.7 m long 15/200 µm 
EYFA. An 18+1:1 pump combiner is used with eight 976 nm 10 W pump diodes and 
three 976 nm 8 W pump diodes for a maximum pump power of 104 W (52W with 
modulation). Protection filters in front of each pump diode provide 30 dB of blocking at 
the seed wavelength (1543 nm) with only 0.3 dB of insertion loss at the pump wavelength 
(976 nm).  
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After the experiments described in this chapter were performed, it was found that the 
vendor for the 18+1:1 no longer manufactured the above part. Thus, the setup was 
modified as follows for the spectroscopy experiments described in the next chapter. First, 
the 18+1:1 combiner was replaced with a 6+1:1 combiner from the same vendor. Next, 
the 10W and 8W pump diodes were replaced with 30W diodes in order to obtain the same 
pump power as before with a lower number of available ports. Finally, we added TE 
coolers to cool the new pump diodes instead of the passive heat sinks that were sufficient 
before. Despite all the changes, we obtained nearly identical results as before thus 
confirming that the power-amp output was only dependent on total pump power 
regardless of the power of each individual diode and number of combiner ports.   
Since the power-amp gain fiber to combiner splice is the highest power point in the 
whole system, thermal management [14] of the splice to prevent damage is extremely 
important. It is also necessary to recoat the bare spliced fibers with a low index epoxy to 
confine the pump light in the cladding and prevent it from leaking out. A commercial 
re-coater was used to coat the fiber splice area with a uniform 200 µm thin layer of low 
index epoxy followed by placing the first 40 cm of the gain fiber in a copper heat sink 
(Fig. 4.2) with a machined groove equal in size to the jacket diameter (350 µm) of the 
gain fiber. Initial testing with a much shorter heat sink length showed brown discoloration 
of the section of gain fiber just beyond the heat sink after a few hours. Since the switch to 
the longer 40 cm heat sink, no discoloration or other indication of thermal damage on the 
gain fiber was observed.   
   
Fig. 4.2. Copper heat sink with machined groove for power-amp gain fiber 
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Finally, the output from the power-amp was coupled into a 9 m ZBLAN fiber (8/125 
µm, 0.27 NA) via a mechanical fiber alignment stage. Since ZBLAN has a much lower 
melting point of 265ºC compared to 1200ºC for fused silica, it is not possible to fusion 
splice the SMF output from the power-amp stage to the input end of the ZBLAN fiber. 
Instead, the following procedure was used to couple light into the ZBLAN fiber. First, the 
output end of the SMF was angle cleaved at ~8 degrees to avoid harmful back reflections 
into the power-amp stage. Next, the ZBLAN input end was also cleaved at the same angle 
and mounted on a rotation stage. Both ends were placed on a v-groove, placed on a 3-axis 
nano-max coupling stage and aligned under a microscope till a maximum coupling 
efficiency ~ 70% was achieved.  
4.3 Experimental Results 
4.3.1 Characterization of power-amp output 
In order to obtain the best possible efficiency from the power-amp stage, the splice point 
between the dual clad Er/Yb power-amp gain fiber and the 18+1:1 combiner must be 
carefully optimized. There are two main reasons why the quality of this splice is critical. 
First, if the spice is of poor quality, the amplified 1543 nm signal from the gain fiber can 
get coupled into the cladding of the combiner. Since our power amplifier stage is 
backward pumped, this amplified signal can make its way back to the pumps and could 
possibly damage them. Second, the backward pumped 976 nm light from the combiner 
may not get fully coupled into the gain fiber due to a poor splice, which would reduce the 
amount of pump power absorbed. 
The splice parameters such as arc current and fusion time were modified to minimize 
the splice loss between the two fibers. The 1543 nm signal leaking into the combiner 
pump ports was used as a metric to check the quality of the splice. With an optimized 
splice, only ~0.7% of the power-amp output leaked into each pump port of the combiner 
compared to ~3.0% before the optimization. The power-amp efficiency (power-amp 
average output power / input pump power) as a function of output peak power is shown 
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in Fig. 4.3 and was measured both before and after optimization of the splice. In both 
cases, there is a decrease in efficiency with increasing peak power due to non-linear 
spectral broadening of the signal within the gain fiber itself. However, under the 
operating condition of 20 kW, the power-amp efficiency before the splice optimization 
was ~11% and after optimization was ~16%. Thus, we achieved a 45% improvement in 
efficiency through optimization of the splice parameters.  
 
Fig. 4.3. Power-amp efficiency versus peak power before and after optimized splice 
4.3.2 Mid-IR SC generation in ZBLAN fiber 
At the highest pump power of 52W (modulated), we measured 3.9W of average output 
power and a SC spectrum extending from 800-4300 nm (Fig.4.4) from the output of the 
ZBLAN fiber. The spectrum had better than 2 dB flatness from 2500-4200 nm. The shape 
of the SC spectrum was corrected for both the detector and grating response and the 
y-axis was scaled to represent the total SC output power as the area under the curve. 
Table 4.1 shows the power in different wavelength bands of the SC measured by using 
appropriate long pass filters and a power meter. Based on previous work by Xia et.al [12], 
we believe that the broad SC is generated by non-linear effects such as modulation 
instability and stimulated Raman scattering while the long wavelength edge is limited by 
the inherent material absorption loss of the ZBLAN glass.  
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Fig. 4.4. SC output from 9m ZBLAN fiber with 3.9W output power 
 
Pump power (976 nm) 52 W 
Power-amp output (1543 nm) 9.60 W 
ZBLAN output (entire SC) 3.91 W 
1800 nm LP 2.67 W 
2500 nm LP 1.98 W 
3000 nm LP 1.29 W 
3500 nm LP 0.68 W 
3800 nm LP 0.51 W 
Table 4.1. Spectral power distribution of SC output 
4.3.3 Power-scalability of SC output 
A unique feature of the SC system is the ability to scale the average output power, while 
maintaining the same spectral shape, and hence, the same fractional distribution of power 
in different wavelength bands. We accomplish this by increasing the repetition rate of our 
seed laser along with a proportional increase in the 976 nm pump power, while 
maintaining a constant peak power going into the ZBLAN fiber [15]. Figure 4.5 shows 
the linear increase in the SC average output power with an increase in the seed laser 
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repetition rate, with the corresponding 976 nm power-amp pump power labeled next to 
the data point. The results shown in Fig. 4.4 and Table 4.1 correspond to our highest 
power results obtained at the 2 MHz repetition rate and 52 W pump power. Further 
increase in output power was only limited by the available pump power, and we expect 
the results to scale up with higher pump power and thermal management of the critical 
splice points and power-amp gain fiber.  
 
Fig. 4.5. SC output from 9m ZBLAN fiber with 3.9W output power 
4.4 Discussion 
During the course of the experiments, we observed a consistent degradation of the 
ZBLAN output end when operating at peak powers ~ 18 kW or higher. The output end 
damage did not occur at lower peak powers, while at the input end, we never observed 
any damage regardless of the operating peak power. We believe that output end damage is 
related to joule heating of the glass material [16] and can be attributed to the following 
reasons. At high input peak powers >18 kW, the SC output spectrum extends out to 
~4300 nm, close to the ZBLAN material absorption edge. The increased absorption 
coefficient at longer wavelengths causes the core temperature to rise, and ultimately 
damage the fiber end when it nears the glass transition temperature. The cascaded Raman 
process responsible for SC generation results in the longer wavelengths being generated 
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towards the output side of the fiber. Thus, at the input side of the ZBLAN, there is low 
absorption only due to the pump wavelength at 1543 nm, and we do not observe any 
damage to this end. Another reason for the damage only occurring at the output end and 
not anywhere else along the length of the fiber is related to the fiber geometry. The end of 
the fiber is in thermal contact with the glass on one side, and air on the other. Since air is 
a poor thermal conductor, the ends of the fiber experience lower conductive cooling 
compared to the rest of the fiber, and are more susceptible to thermal damage.  
A possible solution to the above problem is the end-capping [17] the single mode 
ZBLAN fiber. This process involves splicing a small section of multimode ZBLAN fiber 
to the output end of the single mode ZBLAN. The large-core diameter (~100 µm) of the 
multimode fiber allows for expansion of the optical beam emerging from the 8 μm core 
ZBLAN fiber currently used for SC generation. The end cap prevents output end damage 
since the long-wavelength absorption induced heating is now spread over a much large 
surface area. The configuration of fiber-end caps is shown in Fig. 4.6. The main 
parameter involved in the design of fiber end-caps is the length of the multimode fiber 
section. To prevent distortion of the single spatial mode of the beam output from the 
single mode fiber, the length of the end-cap must be small enough so as not to let the 
diverging beam expand to dimensions larger than the core of the multimode fiber. This in 
turn is limited by the largest cladding multimode fiber than can be reliably spliced onto 
the 125 μm single mode fiber cladding. Calculations suggest that for a 100 μm core 
multimode fiber the end-cap length must be smaller than 0.2 mm.  
 
Fig. 4.6. Schematic of ZBLAN fiber end-cap 
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4.5 Summary 
In summary, a mid-IR SC extending from 0.8-4.3 µm with 3.9 W average output power 
and 0.51 W beyond 3800 nm (with 50% modulation) was generated in 9 m ZBLAN fiber 
pumped by 1543 nm light from a dual stage EYFA system. Careful thermal management 
and optimization of the power-amp gain fiber to combiner splice was required to obtain 
the high power SC spectrum. Degradation of the ZBLAN output end was observed at 
input peak powers >18 kW and can possibly be prevented through the use of a multimode 
fiber end-cap to reduce the beam intensity.
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Chapter 5 
 
Stand-off reflection spectroscopy using a mid-infrared 
supercontinuum source 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Diffuse reflection spectroscopy is a widely used technique for both qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of IR active samples. The most common method involves the use of 
a conventional Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) instrument fitted with an attenuated 
total reflection or diffuse reflectance measurement accessory [1]. While the above 
technique covers the entire near-IR to far-IR spectral range of 0.8-20 µm, the substance to 
be analyzed must be confined to the sample chamber of the instrument, thereby limiting 
its use to offline measurements in a laboratory environment. Recent advances in mid-IR 
fiber technology have enabled the use of fiber probe accessories for use with FTIR 
instruments. Fiber optic reflectance spectroscopy uses fluoride or chalcogenide fiber 
bundles that enable portable field analysis by allowing the light to be transmitted and 
collected outside the sample chamber [2,3]. However, poor SNR due to the lamp light 
source and fiber loss restrict the distance of the sample from the fiber probe tip to a few 
centimeters. 
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The need for stand-off detection of samples requires the transition from lamp based 
sources to high power and high spatial coherence laser sources. For the detection of 
gases, lasers with very low line width are ideal due to the narrow spectral absorption 
features of the gas. The differential absorption light detection and ranging (DIAL) [4] 
technique uses two laser wavelengths (either discrete or tunable) to measure the 
concentration of gases at distances of up to a few kilometers. The technique works by 
measuring the relative difference in the back-scattered signal from the two lasers – one 
which is tuned to the center of an absorption peak while the other is tunes outside the 
peak. However, each target gas requires the use of different laser sources in the respective 
absorption bands or a widely wavelength tunable source, such as an optical parametric 
amplifier/oscillator. 
Remote Raman spectroscopy is a popular technique for identification of solid and 
liquid samples at stand-off distances. The sample is illuminated with a high energy pulse 
from a visible or ultraviolet YAG laser, and the emitted Raman spectrum unique to the 
sample is detected with a gated charge coupled device camera. While this technique 
offers excellent overall selectivity, some samples are difficult to analyze due to 
fluorescence caused by the intense pump beam. Another drawback is the need for 
extremely sensitive detection with large collection optics due to the inherent weak nature 
of the Raman effect. However, the sensitivity can be increased using resonance Raman 
spectroscopy [5], in which the probe laser wavelength tuned near an electronic transition 
within the molecule gives rise to significant enhancement of certain Raman lines. 
Coherent anti-stokes Raman spectroscopy [6] is another variation to improve sensitivity, 
though at the cost of a big increase in system complexity. It is based on a non-linear 
conversion of three laser beams into a coherent laser-like Raman beam of high intensity 
in the anti-Stokes wavelength region. Stand-off Raman spectroscopy has successfully 
been used in the fields of geology, chemical sensing and explosives detection at distances 
of up to 200 m [7].  
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Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is another widely used technique for 
stand-off detection of explosives at distances of up to 50m [8]. A high energy laser pulse 
is used to create a plasma on the sample surface, and the characteristic atomic emission 
lines of the constituent elements are analyzed to determine the sample composition. 
However, the high beam intensity required for the breakdown limits the spot size on the 
sample to a few millimeters and may cause thermal degradation of the samples. While 
LIBS offers high sensitivity, the selectivity of the technique is reduced due to 
contamination from atmospheric gases. A different technique called photofragmentation 
laser induced fluorescence (LIF) uses an initial fragmentation of the explosive molecule 
followed by LIF detection of characteristic fragments [9]. The technique is used to detect 
the NO molecule and is thus limited to explosives containing the nitro group. 
Photo-thermal spectroscopy [10] is another novel method that has been recently shown to 
detect the presence of explosive residues at 1m distance using tunable quantum cascade 
lasers. As the laser is tuned to the peak of an absorption feature of the sample of interest, 
a thermal camera is used to measure the rise in temperature of the sample. The limitation 
of this technique is similar to DIAL, i.e. each sample of interest requires a different laser 
specifically tuned to the absorption wavelength.  
In this chapter, we demonstrate the detection of solid targets at a stand-off distance of 
5m with diffuse reflection spectroscopy using a mid-IR supercontinuum (SC) light source. 
The SC output spectrum extends from 0.75-4.3µm, has a maximum time-average output 
power of 3.9W and is obtained by pumping a 9m long ZBLAN fluoride fiber with the 
output of a dual stage Erbium-Ytterbium fiber amplifier. The SC source is used to obtain 
the reflection spectra of a wide range of samples including explosives, fertilizers and 
paint coatings. We observe unique spectral fingerprints in the near and mid-IR 
wavelength regions of the reflection spectrum, and develop a correlation function based 
algorithm to distinguish between the samples. The demonstrated SC light source has 
excellent beam quality due to the single mode fiber output, covers multiple atmospheric 
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transmission windows and is all-fiber integrated with no moving parts or free space 
optics. Thus, it is well suited for spectroscopy applications in a wide range of fields such 
as defense, homeland security, remote sensing, geology and others. 
This chapter is organized as follows. We begin by evaluating the feasibility of using 
the SC source for spectroscopy in a simple transmission spectroscopy setup. The 
experimental setup is described in section 5.2 with the corresponding results in section 
5.3. The details of the experimental setup for stand-off reflection spectroscopy are 
provided in section 5.4 while the experimental results obtained with three different 
sample sets are described in section 5.5. The first set consists of 4-8% explosives 
deposited on fused silica crystals. The second set consists of a variety of samples such as 
ammonium nitrate, urea, gypsum and pine wood. The third set consists of aluminum 
blocks painted with different automotive and military paints. The repeatability of the 
reflectance measurements and comparison of the stand-off spectra with that obtained 
using an FTIR instrument are also described in this section. Section 5.6 describes a 
correlation algorithm for distinguishing between the different samples on the basis of 
their unique reflection spectra. The various performance metrics of the system, their 
limitations and scope for further improvement are discussed in section 5.7. Finally, we 
summarize the results in section 5.8.  
5.2 Experimental setup – transmission spectroscopy 
The experimental setup for a SC based transmission spectroscopy system is shown below 
in Fig. 5.1. The mid-IR SC described in Chapter 4 is used as the light source for the 
experiments. First, the light exiting from the output ZBLAN fiber of the SC source is 
collimated using a CaF2 lens and then focused into the entrance slit of the 
monochromator. At the exit slit, light at the selected wavelength is collimated again and 
passed through a mid-IR polarizer before being incident on a calcium fluoride beam 
splitter. The polarizer is essential to the setup since the split ratio of the beam splitter is 
strongly dependent on the polarization state of the input light. After passing through the 
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beam splitter, the light is split into a sample and reference arm to enable ratiometric 
detection that will cancel out effects of intensity fluctuations in the SC source. The light 
in the sample arm passes through the sample of interest and then focused onto a HgCdTe 
detector connector to a pre-amp. A chopper and lock-in amplifier setup enable low noise 
detection of the sample arm signal. The light in the reference arm passes through an 
empty container (cuvette, gas cell etc.) of the same kind as used in the sample arm. An 
identical detector, pre-amp and lock-in amplifier is used for detection of the reference 
arm signal.  
 
Fig. 5.1. Experimental setup for SC based transmission spectroscopy 
The process of obtaining a transmission spectrum of the sample requires a two step 
process. First, a background wavelength scan is performed with no sample in the sample 
arm. The ratio of the sample signal to reference signal is used to determine the 
wavelength dependence of the beam splitter split ratio. Next, the sample of interest is 
inserted into the sample arm and another wavelength scan is taken. Again, the wavelength 
dependent ratio of the sample signal to reference signal is computed. Finally, dividing the 
main scan ratio to the background scan ratio gives the absorption spectrum of the sample 
free from any wavelength dependent artifacts of the system optics.  
5.3 Experimental results – transmission spectroscopy 
In the first set of experiments, we wanted to compare the transmission spectrum shape 
obtained via the SC based system to that in the NIST database [11] for an easily available 
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set of test substances. We decided to use acetone and ethanol as our test substances since 
the high vapor pressure of these volatile liquids enabled us to transmit the beam through 
the vapors above the liquid level rather than through the liquid itself. The liquids were 
held in a glass cuvette with CaF2 windows and a 2 cm path length. The obtained 
transmission spectra of the acetone and ethanol vapor are shown in the blue curves in Fig. 
5.2 and Fig 5.3 respectively. Since the windows of the cuvette were not wedged and a 
collimated beam was incident upon them, distinct Fabry Perot fringes were superimposed 
on the resulting spectrum. This is a well known problem is transmission spectroscopy and 
can easily be solved by using a container with wedged windows. Alternately, the 
spectrum can also be numerically low-pass filtered to remove the high frequency fringes 
while maintaining the shape of the comparatively broader spectral features of the sample.  
The transmission curves in the NIST spectral database are shown in red to the right of 
the blue curves. For both the acetone and ethanol samples, there is an excellent agreement 
in the shape of the 2 curves but a difference in the absolute transmission percentage 
levels. This difference is attributed to two reasons. First, the path length in the NIST data 
is 5 cm while that for the SC measurements is 2 cm. Thus, we expect the NIST data to 
have higher absorption i.e. lower transmission than the SC data. Second, the vapor 
pressure in the 2 cases is different. For the SC measurements, the liquids were kept in an 
open top bottle at atmospheric pressure resulting in some equilibrium vapor pressure on 
the top of the liquid. For the NIST measurements, the vapor pressure was explicitly 
controlled and set to be 100 mm of Hg for acetone and 30 mm of Hg for ethanol. 
Different vapor pressures imply a different concentration of the test samples and thus a 
difference in absorption and a corresponding difference in the transmission percentage. 
No effort was made to determine the vapor pressure for our SC measurements or setup a 
gas-cell with a pressure gauge as the motivation behind this set of experiments was to 
only qualitatively verify that the correct transmission spectrum shape was obtained with 
our system.  
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Fig. 5.2. Comparison of acetone transmission spectrum from SC and NIST database 
 
Fig. 5.3. Comparison of ethanol transmission spectrum from SC and NIST database 
While transmission spectroscopy is relatively straightforward for samples in the gas 
phase, additional sample preparation steps are required to analyze solid powdered 
samples. Typically, the sample is ground in a mortar and pestle and diluted (~1%) with a 
non-absorbing powder such as KBr. The resulting mix is then pressed into a transparent 
pellet using a steel die and can be analyzed by placing the disc in the conventional beam 
path of a transmission spectroscopy setup. However, since we did not have access to a 
pellet press, we used an alternate technique to prepare our powdered samples for 
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inspection [12]. In this technique, a small amout of the sample (~10 mg) was first ground 
in a mortal and pestle along with a substance called Nujol to create a mull i.e. a thick 
suspension. Nujol is a heavy paraffin oil which is chemically inert and has a relatively 
featureless IR spectrum. A thin layer of the mull was then sandwiched between an IR 
transparent KCl slide and KCl cover slip. The KCl slide was then placed in the sample 
beam path to obtain the transmission spectrum of the mull. A second slide was also 
prepared with only Nujol (no sample) and placed in the reference beam path. Thus, by 
taking a ratio of the sample to reference signals, a pure sample spectrum was obtained 
with no contribution from the spectral features of Nujol.  
The powdered samples chosen for this experiment were ammonium nitrate and urea. 
In addition to the transmission spectrum obtained by the SC based system, the same 
samples were also analyzed with a conventional FTIR instrument at approximately the 
same wavelength resolution (~5 nm). Figures 5.4 and 5.5 show the transmission spectra 
obtained by the SC system (blue curve) and FTIR (red curve) for ammonium nitrate and 
urea respectively. A possible reason for the slight mismatch between the two curves could 
be the differences in beam diameters of the two systems. While the SC instrument had a 
beam diameter of ~1 cm and covered almost the entire surface area of the cover slip, the 
beam diameter of the FTIR instrument was only ~2 mm. Thus, differences in positioning 
of the KCl slide with respect to the beam could have resulted in slightly different spectra 
if the mull was not uniformly sandwiched with the cover slip (different thickness in 
different regions) or the distribution of ammonium nitrate within the mull was not 
uniform. Another difference between the two spectra is the apparent lower noise on the 
FTIR instruments. This was primarily due to the fact that the FTIR results are the average 
of 32 scans while the SC results are for a single scan.  
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Fig. 5.4. FTIR transmission spectrum of ammonium nitrate 
 
Fig. 5.5. FTIR transmission spectrum of urea 
5.4 Experimental setup – reflection spectroscopy 
While the results of the previous section proved the feasibility of using the SC light 
source for transmission spectroscopy applications, a stand-off detection system must 
necessarily operate in the reflection mode. The experimental setup for a reflection 
spectroscopy based stand-off detection system is shown in Fig. 5.6. First, the diverging 
SC output from the ZBLAN fiber is collimated to a 1 cm diameter beam using a 25 mm 
focal length, 90 degrees off-axis, gold coated, parabolic mirror. To reduce the effects of 
chromatic aberration, refractive optics are avoided in the setup. All focusing and 
collimation is done using metallic mirrors that have almost constant reflectivity and focal 
length over the entire SC output spectrum. The sample is kept at a distance of 5 m from 
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the collimating mirror, which corresponds to a total round trip path length of 10 m before 
reaching the collection optics. A 12 cm diameter silver coated concave mirror with a 75 
cm focal length is kept 20 cm to the side of the collimation mirror. The mirror is used to 
collect a fraction of the diffusely reflected light from the sample, and focus it into the 
input slit of a monochromator. Thus, the beam is incident normally on the sample, but 
detected at a reflection angle of tan-1(0.2/5) ~ 2.3 degrees. Appropriate long wavelength 
pass filters mounted in a motorized rotating filter wheel are placed in the beam path 
before the input slit to avoid contribution from higher wavelength orders from the grating 
(300 groves/mm, 2 µm blaze). The output slit width is set to 2 mm corresponding to a 
spectral resolution of 10.8 nm, and the light is detected by a 2 mm x 2 mm liquid nitrogen 
cooled (77K) indium antimonide (InSb) detector. The detected output is amplified using a 
trans-impedance pre-amplifier with a gain of ~105 V/A, and connected to a lock-in 
amplifier setup for high sensitivity detection. The chopper frequency is 400 Hz, and the 
lock-in time constant is set to 100 ms corresponding to a noise bandwidth of ~1 Hz.  
 
Fig.5.6. Experimental setup for SC based stand-off diffuse reflection spectroscopy  
The reflection spectrum of a given sample is obtained using the following procedure. 
First, a reference scan is obtained using an ‘Infragold’ diffuse reflectance target as the 
sample. ‘Infragold’ from Labsphere Inc. is an electrochemically plated diffuse gold 
metallic coating that has >95% reflectivity from 1 to 20 µm, and a nearly ideal 
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Lambertian scattering profile. Although the SC short wavelength edge is 750 nm, the 
scans we obtain start at 1200 nm due to the rapid fall-off of the grating efficiency as well 
as detector responsivity at shorter wavelengths. The scan from 1200-4200 nm comprised 
of 3 different scans, each with a different long pass filter rotated into place via a circular 
stepper motor. A Silicon filter (1100 nm long pass) is used to scan from 1200-2100 nm, a 
Germanium filter (1800 nm long pass) to scan from 1800-3400 nm and a 3000 nm long 
pass filter to scan from 3100-4200nm. The three different sections are then stitched 
together using the overlap regions to form a single continuous scan from 1200-4200 nm. 
After obtaining a reference scan, the ‘Infragold’ target is replaced with the sample of 
interest, and a second scan is obtained using the same procedure described above. Since, 
the beam passes through the same optics in each case, the wavelength dependence of the 
system due to the SC shape, detector response, grating response etc. is identical for both 
the reference and sample scans. Thus, dividing the sample scan by the reference scan 
gives the reflectance spectrum of the sample normalized to a Lambertian reflector kept at 
the same distance. Some samples cannot be oriented in the vertical plane normal to the 
collimated SC beam due to their powdered nature. To solve this problem, a fold mirror 
inclined at 45 degrees is added close to the sample to bend the beam 90 degrees, and 
allow the sample to be placed horizontally on the table.  
After the reference and sample scans are acquired, post-processing of the data is 
performed in Matlab. The percentage sample reflectance is obtained by dividing the 
sample scan by the Infragold reference scan, followed by smoothening of the reflectance 
curve using a 5-point Savitzky-Golay filter [13]. The 3 outlier data points at 1530, 1540 
and 1550 nm are also deleted from the final reflectance curve due to the saturation of the 
lock-in amplifier signal level close to the seed laser wavelength of 1543 nm. Finally, for a 
better visualization of absorption features as peaks instead of valleys, a mathematical 
transformation from reflectance to pseudo-absorbance is carried out using the equation, 
A= log(1/R) [14].  
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When a light beam is incident on a sample, it is reflected, scattered and transmitted 
through the sample. Only the part of the beam that is scattered within a sample and 
returned to the surface is considered to be diffuse reflection. In order for a one to one 
comparison with transmission spectroscopy, the sample must be diluted, ground, and 
mixed with a non-absorbing matrix such as KBr. Diluting ensures a deeper penetration of 
the incident beam into the sample which increases the contribution of the scattered 
component in the spectrum and minimizes the specular Fresnel reﬂection component.  
The specular reﬂectance component in diffuse reﬂectance spectra causes changes in band 
shapes, their relative intensity, and, in some cases, it is responsible for complete band 
inversions i.e. Restrahlen bands [15]. Dilution of the sample with a non-absorbing matrix 
minimizes these effects.  
While the dilution technique provides a reflection spectrum that is quantitatively 
comparable to the transmission spectrum, it is not a practical technique for field 
applications outside the laboratory setting. Thus, the samples measured in the next 
section were used in their original form for the reflectance measurements. Due to the very 
nature of stand-off detection, the samples are measured at angles close to the specular 
reflection direction. Thus, it is not possible to completely avoid contributions from the 
Fresnel reflection while intending to measure a diffuse reflection spectrum. In order to 
accurately identify unknown sample on the basis of their stand-off reflection spectra, 
there is a need to build a database of relevant sample spectra measured using the same 
technique i.e. undiluted pure samples measured at near specular reflection angles. 
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Three sets of solid samples are chosen to demonstrate the stand-off diffuse reflection 
spectra measurement capability of our system. The first set consists of ‘Non-hazardous 
Explosives for Security Training and Testing’ (NESTT) manufactured by the XM 
Division of VanAken International. These samples contain small amounts of explosives 
deposited on an inert fused silica powder substrate. The resulting products are non 
flammable, shock-insensitive and easily transportable, while retaining the unique 
chemical signature of the explosive that makes them detectable. NESTT samples have 
previously been used as substitutes for pure explosives in stand-off optical detection 
using Raman spectroscopy [16]. In our experiments, we use the following samples – 
trinitrotoluene (TNT), research department explosive (RDX), Pentaerythritol tetranitrate 
(PETN), and potassium nitrate. The TNT, RDX and potassium nitrate NESTT samples 
have 8% (by weight) explosives, while the PETN sample has 4%.  
The second sample set consists of ammonium nitrate, urea, gypsum and pinewood. 
Ammonium nitrate and urea are common fertilizers, but are also often used as explosives. 
These samples are in the form a fine powder, and are filled to a depth of ~5 mm in a 
shallow glass container. We also measure the reflection spectrum of a 10 cm diameter x 
0.5 cm thick Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) disk and a 5 cm x 5cm x 0.5cm piece of pine wood, 
since these samples are relevant the remote sensing community (minerals and 
vegetation).  
The final set of samples is selected to distinguish between commercial automotive 
and military vehicle paints based on their reflection signatures. We obtained red, black 
and green acrylic based spray paints from an auto supply store and sprayed 3 coats on 
different areas of a sanded aluminum block to make our automotive paint samples. The 
sample of the military paint consisted of an aluminum block coated with a chemical agent 
resistant coating (CARC) green paint, and was loaned to us by General Dynamics – 
Advanced Information Systems (Ypsilanti, MI). 
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5.5 Experimental Results – Reflection spectroscopy 
5.5.1 Sample set #1 – TNT, RDX, PETN, Nitrate NESTT explosives 
The chemical formula and structure of the 4 NESTT samples is shown in Fig. 5.7, and the 
absorbance spectra obtained at a stand-off distance of 5m in Fig. 5.8. For each sample, 
the positions of the strongest / unique peaks [17-19] have been labeled for clarity. The 
common broad absorption feature around 2720 nm present in all 4 samples arises due to 
the O-H stretching vibration of hydroxyl groups from absorbed water in the fused silica 
host.  
 
Fig. 5.7. Chemical structure and formula of NESTT samples – TNT, RDX, PETN, Potassium nitrate 
 
Fig. 5.8. Absorbance spectra of NESTT sample set #1 – TNT, RDX, PETN, Potassium Nitrate.  
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TNT belongs to a class of compounds known as nitro-aromatics, in which the carbon 
directly attached to the nitro (NO2) group is part of an aromatic ring. The strongest peaks 
in the spectrum observed at 3230 nm and 3270 nm are due to the fundamental C-H 
stretching vibrations in the aromatic ring. The remaining peaks from 3300-3500 nm are 
also due to the C-H stretch, but from the alkyl group. We also observe sharp but weak 
features between 2200-2600 nm, which arise due to the combination between the C-H 
stretch and C-H bend vibrations. Finally, the features between 3600-3850 nm are due to 
the first overtone of the nitro group symmetric stretch.  
RDX belongs to the nitramines class containing the N-NO2 bond and also has 
multiple features in the 3200-3500 nm band due to the C-H stretch vibrations. The two 
strongest peaks in this region are at 3250 nm and 3330 nm. The spectrum also contains 
the C-H combination bands from 2200-2600 nm and very weak nitro group overtones 
from 3600-3850 nm.  
PETN is classified as a nitrate ester containing the C-O-NO2 bond, and its reflection 
spectrum is characterized by a triplet of peaks at 3310 nm, 3350 nm and 3440 nm due to 
the C-H stretch vibration from the aliphatic groups. The C-H combination band is also 
present from 2200-2600 nm while the peak around 3900 nm corresponds to the first 
overtone of symmetric stretching vibration of the O-NO2 bond. We will show later in 
section 4 that the bands from 3200-3500 nm and 2200-2600 nm will be used to 
distinguish between the three explosive samples due to the unique positions and shapes of 
various peaks.  
Potassium nitrate being an inorganic compound does not contain any absorption 
features due to the C-H bond present in the other three samples. Instead, the unique 
spectral feature for this sample is a pair of peaks at 3590 nm and 3650 nm, which arise 
due to the first overtone of the asymmetric N-O stretching vibration of the nitrate ion 
(NO3-).  
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5.5.2 Sample set #2- Gypsum, pine wood, ammonium nitrate and urea 
The reflection spectrum for the 4 samples is shown in Fig. 5.9. While the absorption 
features show up as peaks in the absorbance spectrum, they are present as valleys in the 
reflection spectrum. The predominant spectral features in the Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) 
reflectance [20] occur due to the fundamental as well as combination bands of the water 
molecule. These valleys are present at 1450 nm, 1750 nm, 1940 nm and 2860 nm. In 
addition to the features from water, we also observe small dips in the spectrum at 2220, 
2260 and 2480 nm which arise due to the first overtone of the S-O bending vibration. 
Finally, the valley at 3970 nm occurs due to the first overtone of the –O-S-O stretching 
vibration of the sulfate (SO42-) ion.  
The pine wood spectrum [21] comprises of bands due to its main constituents – 
cellulose, lignin and water. As is the case in the gypsum reflection spectrum, the valleys 
at 1450 nm, 1920 nm and 2860 nm are due to water. The dip at 2100 nm is due to the first 
overtone of the C-O asymmetric stretch, the one at 2270 nm due to the combination band 
of O-H and C-H, and the one at 2490 nm due to combination band of C-H and C-O. 
Finally, the broad feature around 3450 nm is due to the C-H stretching vibration.  
Ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3) has 3 prominent features in the near-IR region of the 
spectrum [22]. The dip at 1270 nm is due to the combination of N-H stretching and N-H 
bending vibrations, while the dip at 1570 nm is due to the first overtone of N-H stretch. 
The doublet at 2050 nm and 2140 nm are possibly due to the second overtone of the N-H 
bending vibrations, while the fundamental N-H stretch appears as a broad feature around 
3000 nm.  
Urea (NH2)2CO has two amide (-NH2) groups joined by a carbonyl (C=O) functional 
group. The absorption line at 1490 nm occurs due to the third overtone of the C=O 
stretching vibration, while the line at 1990 nm is due to the second overtone of the same 
[23].  
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Fig.5.9. Reflection spectra of sample set #2 –Gypsym, Pine wood, Ammonium Nitrate, Urea.  
5.5.3 Sample set #3- Automotive and military paints 
In our final set of samples, the objective is to distinguish between commercial automotive 
paints and military grade CARC (chemical agent resistant coating) paint based on the 
differences in their reflection spectra. The obtained reflection spectra of the three 
automotive and one military paint samples are shown in Fig.5.10. Unlike the previous 
sample sets, the paints consist of a complex mixture of many different chemicals, and, 
hence, it is not possible to identify individual absorption lines. However, we can make 
some broad observations regarding the spectral features of the paints.  
The difference in reflectance levels of the 4 paints can primarily be attributed to the 
surface finish of the paint coats. While the auto-red has a glossy finish, the auto-green, 
auto-black and CARC-green paints have a more matt finish. Since our reflection 
measurement is performed at an angle of only 2.3 degrees away from the specular 
direction, we expect a higher reflection from the glossy paint. It is important to note that 
we expect different reflectance levels for the same sample with different surface finish 
and at different measurement angles. Thus, in section 4, we will demonstrate a sample 
identification algorithm that is only sensitive to the shape and feature positions of the 
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spectrum, and not the absolute reflectance level. 
Since all 4 paints contain a variety of organic compounds, we observe strong features 
between 3200-3500 nm from the C-H stretch and from 2200-2600 nm due to the C-H 
stretch and C-H bend combination band. In addition, the 2850-3150 nm band in 
automotive red and green paints has absorption features due to the N-H stretch from the 
Acrylic-melamine base. However, the primary difference between the automotive and 
CARC paint is the presence of a strong dip between 1200-1850 nm in the latter. We 
attribute the above feature due to the absorption from Cobalt chromite - a green pigment 
found in CARC-green [24]. The measured spectrum of CARC-green is in good 
agreement with that reported in literature [25].  
 
Fig. 5.10. Reflection spectra of sample set #3 –automotive and military CARC paints 
5.5.4 Repeatability of reflection measurements 
The repeatability of the sample reflectance measurements is directly related to the 
amplitude stability of the SC source. We measure the magnitude of the SC fluctuations by 
directly coupling the SC output to the monochromator input, and recording the output 
versus time for a given wavelength. The lock-in amplifier time constant is kept at 100 ms 
(the same value as the setup for sample measurements) and corresponds to an effective 
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noise bandwidth of ~1 Hz. Figure 5.11 shows the variation of the SC output at 4000 nm 
over a time period of 300s. The plot has been normalized to a mean of 100%, and we 
obtain a standard deviation of 0.16%. While the plot is shown for a wavelength of 4000 
nm, we obtain similar values across the entire SC spectrum. Next, the laser is attenuated 
by 10 dB using a neutral density filter and the experiment is repeated. We find that the 
standard deviation is almost identical to the previous case, confirming that the SC 
fluctuations can be modeled as a fixed root mean square percentage fluctuation 
superimposed on the mean SC signal level. Thus, the error bar on the reflectance 
measurements can be equated to the percentage standard deviation (root mean square 
error) of the normalized SC output.  
 
Fig.5.11 Variation of SC output at 4000 nm over 300 seconds.  
5.5.5 Comparison of SC and FTIR measurements 
In order to verify the validity of our measurements, we compared the reflection spectrum 
obtained using our setup, with that obtained using a diffuse reflectance accessory in an 
FTIR spectrometer. As an example, Fig.5.12 shows a comparison of the powdered urea 
reflection spectrum obtained using the two methods. There is good agreement in the 
shape and wavelength position of the various spectral features. However, there is a 
difference in the absolute reflectance levels of the 2 curves. We attribute the difference in 
scale to the different measurement geometries of the two setups. The SC based setup 
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described in section 5.4 measures the reflection spectrum of the sample at a fixed angle of 
2.3 degrees from the normal. However, the FTIR accessory uses a concave mirror that 
collects light over almost the entire hemisphere above the sample. Thus, the latter method 
produces a directionally integrated spectrum, compared to a single direction spectrum 
from the former. The shape and positions of the absorption lines depends mostly on the 
chemical composition of the sample, and hence does not change significantly between the 
two methods. However, the magnitude of light reflected along different directions 
depends on the sample texture, and thus, is responsible for the scale difference between 
the two spectra.  
 
Fig.5.12. Comparison of urea reflection spectrum obtained using the SC and FTIR  
5.6 Sample Identification Algorithm 
This section describes an algorithm that demonstrates the selectivity of our technique i.e. 
the ability to distinguish one sample from another based on the unique spectral features of 
each sample. As an extension, the algorithm can also be used to identify an unknown 
sample by comparing it against a pre-compiled library of relevant samples. A flowchart 
describing the different steps of the algorithm is shown in Fig.5.13.  
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Fig. 5.13. Flowchart describing algorithm to demonstrate selectivity between two samples.  
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient r always lies between -1 and 1, with 1 indicating 
perfect positive correlation and -1 indicating perfect negative correlation. The equation 
for r is given below.  
 
We test the above algorithm on each of the three sample sets. For each sample in a 
given set, one or two wavelength bands containing a unique spectral signature is chosen. 
Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 show the results of the correlation between different samples in 
sample set #1, #2 and #3 respectively. As expected, all the diagonal elements of the tables 
are equal to 1 (auto correlation) while the others are below 0.9, thus confirming the 
ability to distinguish different samples within a set. Table 3 only contains a single row for 
CARC paint, as the objective was to distinguish the military paint from the automotive 
paints and not the difference between the different color automotive paints themselves.  
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Table 5.1. Correlation table for sample set#1: NESTT - TNT, RDX, PETN, Potassium nitrate 
 
Table 5.2. Correlation table for sample set #2: Ammonium nitrate, Urea, Gypsum, Pine wood 
 
Table 5.3. Correlation table for sample set #3: Military CARC-green and auto-black, auto-red and 
auto-green paints 
The advantage of the correlation based algorithm we have chosen is the insensitivity 
to the absolute level of the sample reflectance. The correlation value only depends on the 
shape and position of the spectral features, and can be used to compare samples measured 
using different reflection geometries as mentioned in section 5.5.5. While the above 
algorithm demonstrates proof of concept for distinguishing between distinct samples 
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using multiple wavelength bands, more sophisticated algorithms [26] have been used by 
the remote sensing community for distinguishing between geological samples with 
similar compositions. In addition to the detection of pure samples, algorithms using 
derivative spectroscopy [27] and multivariate curve resolution [28] have also been 
demonstrated for the detection of trace amounts in the presence of interfering species.  
5.7 Discussion 
The limitations and scope for further improvement of the different aspects of the SC 
based diffuse reflection spectroscopy technique are discussed in this section.  
5.7.1 Signal to noise ratio of reflection measurements 
We begin by performing a detailed signal to noise ratio (SNR) estimate of our system, 
which determines the smallest relative percentage change in sample reflectivity that can 
be measured at a given stand-off distance. The signal voltage measured at the lock-in 
amplifier can be computed by determining the power reaching the InSb detector after 
diffuse reflection from the sample. Our analysis assumes a detection wavelength of 4000 
nm, and a sample reflectivity of 10%. First, the SC output spectral power density at the 
detection wavelength is determined from Fig. 4.4 in section 4.3. Next, the power density 
reaching the sample is calculated after reflection from the collimating mirror, 
transmission through the chopper, and a second reflection from the turn mirror next to the 
sample. Assuming the sample to be a Lambertian reflector, the amount of light captured 
by the concave collection mirror placed a given distance from the sample can also be 
calculated. Finally, after taking into account the grating efficiency and the 
monochromator output slit bandwidth, the power incident on the detector can be 
determined. The voltage signal on the lock-in amplifier is calculated by multiplying the 
optical power incident on the detector with the detector responsivity, followed by the 
trans-impedance gain of the pre-amplifier. Using the actual values of the various terms in 
our system, the analysis is performed below.  
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Detection wavelength, λ = 4000 nm (assumption) 
SC spectral power density, PSC = 1 mW/nm  
Mirror 1 reflection, Rm1 = 95% 
Chopper transmission, Tch = 50% 
Mirror 2 reflection, Rm2 = 95% 
Sample reflectivity, Rs = 10% (assumption) 
Sample to collection mirror distance, d (variable parameter) 
Collection mirror radius, r = 6 cm 
Spectrometer output slit bandwidth, ∆λ = 10.8 nm 
Grating efficiency, η = 27% 
InSb detector responsivity, D = 1.9 A/W 
Pre-amp trans-impedance gain, G = 1.07 x 105 V/A 
 
Signal voltage measured at the lock-in amplifier,  
Vsignal = PSC x Rm1 x Tch x Rm2 x Rs x (p/d2) x (p r2) x ∆λ x η x D x G = 0.096/d2 (1) 
 
The total noise floor of the measurement is a combination of the detector noise, SC 
fluctuations, pre-amplifier noise, and lock-in amplifier noise. Since each noise term is 
independent, the total noise can be computed from the square root of the sum of the 
squares of the various terms. The detector noise term is calculated by multiplying the shot 
noise current density (from the dark current) with the trans-impedance gain of the 
pre-amplifier. As was shown in section 3.4, the SC fluctuations are proportional to the SC 
output power. Thus, the noise term can be modeled as a fixed root mean square 
percentage fluctuation with respect to a mean signal level. Finally, we also include 
contributions to the noise from the trans-impedance pre-amplifier and lock-in amplifier 
voltage noise. However, we will show later that the last two terms are much smaller 
compared to the detector and SC noise. Hence, they can be neglected for further analysis. 
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After computing the total voltage noise density, the total voltage noise in the 
measurements is calculated by multiplying the noise density with the square root of the 
detection bandwidth (as set by the lock-in amplifier).  
 
InSb detector dark current, Idet = 36 µA (manufacturer spec) 
Detector dark current shot noise current density, idet = (2eIdet)1/2 = 3.4 pA/Hz1/2 
Detector dark current shot noise voltage density, edet = idet x G = 363 nV/Hz1/2  (2) 
 
SC noise density, eSC = 0.0016*Vsignal nV/Hz1/2 (from section 3.4)    (3) 
 
Lock-in amplifier noise, elia = 7 nV / Hz1/2 (manufacturer spec) 
Detector pre-amp noise, epa = 20 nV/Hz1/2 (manufacturer spec) 
 
Total noise floor density, etot = (edet2 + eSC2 + elia2 + epa2)1/2 ~ (edet2 + eSC2)1/2  (4) 
 
Lock-in detection bandwidth, B = 1 Hz 
Total noise floor, Vnoise = etot x B1/2            (5) 
 
SNR (linear) = Vsignal / Vnoise             (6) 
SNR (dB) = 10*log (Vsignal/Vnoise)  
 
The SNR equation can be further simplified for two limiting cases. At a critical sample 
distance dc ~ 20.5 m, eSC = edet - using eq. (1) ,(2) and (3).   
 
Case 1: At distances d<<dc, eSC >> edet, and etot ~ eSC  
Thus, SNR = Vsignal / (0.0016 Vsignal) = 625 = 28 dB (constant) 
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Case 2: At distances d>>dc, edet >> eSC, and etot ~ edet 
Thus, SNR = (0.096/d2)/(363e-9) = 2.6e5/d2 (inversely proportional to square of sample 
distance) 
 
Using the generalized equations (1)-(6), the predicted variation of the SNR with 
sample distance is shown in Fig. 5.14. The top curve is calculated for the actual 
experimental noise bandwidth of 1 Hz, while the middle and bottom curves are for higher 
noise bandwidths of 10 Hz and 100 Hz, corresponding to smaller lock-in time constants 
of 10 ms and 1 ms respectively. We observe that the curves have two different shapes in 
two distinct regions. At sample distances below 10m, the curve is flat corresponding to 
the limiting case 1. We observe a constant SNR~28 dB, 23 dB, and 18 dB respectively for 
the top, middle and bottom curves. We call this region as the SC fluctuation noise limited 
region. However, at longer distances corresponding to case 2, there is a constant drop in 
the SNR with increasing distance. In this region, the SNR is detector noise limited, and 
the SNR falls by 6 dB for every doubling of the sample distance. 
 
Fig. 5.14. Variation in predicted system SNR versus sample stand-off distance  
Finally, we verify the calculations by experimentally measuring the SNR at different 
distances and comparing it to the predicted value. At a wavelength of 4000 nm, the 
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reflected signal from a 10% reflectivity sample is acquired for a period of 5 minutes, and 
the ratio of the mean to standard deviation is defined as the SNR. The available space in 
our lab limited the maximum sample distance to 5m. The effect of longer sample 
distances is emulated by keeping the sample at the maximum physical distance of 5m, 
and adjusting an aperture opening in front of the collection mirror to reduce the collected 
light by the required 1/d2 factor. The experimentally measured results for a 1 Hz noise 
bandwidth are plotted using square markers in Fig. 5.14, and are found to be in good 
agreement with the theoretically predicted curve. Future improvements in the short 
distance SNR can be accomplished using a ratiometric dual beam detection scheme [29] 
to reduce the effect of the SC fluctuations, and achieve detector noise limited 
performance. 
5.7.2 System sensitivity 
The system sensitivity for a given SNR is defined as being equal to the minimum band 
depth (Fig. 5.15) that can be measured. Under the assumption that a band depth ~ 3 
standard deviations above the noise floor can be measured, the system sensitivity 
expressed as a percentage is equal to 300/SNR. As an example, the SNR at 5m is 625 
corresponding to a system sensitivity of 0.48%. Assuming a cut-off value of SNR=10 dB 
(minimum band depth of 30%), our current system can be used to make measurements up 
to a distance of 150 m. If the time constant is reduced from 100 ms (1 Hz noise 
bandwidth) to 10 ms (10 Hz bandwidth) or 1 ms (100 Hz noise bandwidth), the distance 
is reduced to 85 m or 45 m respectively according to Fig. 5.14. The system sensitivity at 
large distances can be improved using two methods. First, as discussed earlier in section 
4.3, the SC output power can be scaled up further using higher 976 nm pump power and a 
corresponding increase in pulse repetition rate. Second, the detector noise can be reduced 
by using a detector with a smaller area, since the noise equivalent power for a photodiode 
is directly proportional to the square root of the active area.  
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Fig. 5.15. Definition of absorption band depth.  
5.7.3 System selectivity 
The selectivity of a system is defined as the ability to distinguish between various 
samples based on their spectral signatures. The conventional ‘fingerprint’ region of a 
sample is defined as 6.5-25 µm, as it contains many of the strong fundamental bending 
and stretching vibrations. However, we have shown in section 5.5 that the SC spectral 
coverage from 1.2-4.2 µm also contains unique spectral features due to various overtone, 
combination and fundamental bands. The selectivity of the system was demonstrated in 
section 4, where the correlation function based algorithm was used to quantitatively 
demonstrate the dissimilarity between different samples using bands within the 3000 nm 
wide reflection spectra.  
In this chapter, we have demonstrated the measurement of the reflectance spectrum of 
pure samples or those diluted in high concentrations (4-8%) in a non-absorbing matrix. 
However, further research needs to be performed on the detection of trace amounts of 
relevant samples mixed with other samples to determine the selectivity of the technique 
in the presence of interfering species. The biggest improvement in the system selectivity 
can be achieved by using a light source with a wider spectral bandwidth that covers more 
absorption features of a sample. An SC source using a 2 cm long fluoride fiber has 
recently been demonstrated with a spectrum extending to 6.3 µm and average output 
power of ~ 20 mW [30]. While the above light source would provide an increase in 
system selectivity due to the wider bandwidth, it would also produce a decrease in system 
sensitivity due to the lower output power.  
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5.7.4 Acquisition time 
The feasibility of using a stand-off technique in a real-world field application is strongly 
dependent on the data acquisition time. Since the lock-in amplifier time constant in our 
setup is 100 ms, the acquisition time should ideally only be ~0.5 s (5 time constants for 
the signal to settle). However, the need to rotate the grating and step through each 
wavelength means that a complete scan from 1200-4200 nm takes ~150 s (300 data 
points 10 nm apart). The replacement of the current scanning monochromator with a 
linear detector array spectrograph would reduce the acquisition time by over two orders 
of magnitude by measuring the entire spectrum in a single shot. By averaging N such 
shots, the SNR of the measurements can be improved by a factor of N1/2. Spectrographs 
for the visible and near-IR regions using Silicon and InGaAs arrays are widely 
commercially available. However, the high cost of manufacturing of mid-IR arrays has 
kept their use largely limited to the defense and astronomical imaging communities [31].  
5.7.5 Comparison with other optical stand-off techniques 
In this section, we summarize the various performance metrics of our system and provide 
a comparison with other optical stand-off detection techniques. A recent review by Wallin 
et. al. [32] on laser based stand-off detection of explosives features a comparison table of 
different optical techniques. Table 5.4 has been adapted from the above publication, and 
an additional row with our SC based diffused reflection spectroscopy system has been 
added to the top. The different techniques are compared on the basis of sensitivity, 
selectivity, sensitivity to interferents, stand-off distance, detection time, and system 
complexity. 
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Table 5.4. Comparison of optical stand-off detection techniques 
Based on our previous results, we can claim the SC based diffuse reflection 
spectroscopy technique as having ‘high’ sensitivity due to the high output power of the 
SC source combined with the low noise detection scheme. However, like all the other 
techniques, the system sensitivity decreases with increasing distance for a constant 
detection time. We have listed the stand-off distance as 150m, since the SNR drops below 
the cut-off value of 10 dB at larger distances. In terms of selectivity, the SC based DRS 
technique is inferior compared to the Raman based techniques, and is hence listed as 
‘medium’. Since the SC spectrum does not cover the conventional molecular vibration 
fingerprint region of the spectrum beyond 6 µm, we are limited to identifying samples 
based on the weaker overtone and combination bands, or a limited number of 
fundamental vibration bands associated with the constituent functional groups. In 
comparison, the Raman spectroscopy methods usually measure the entire Raman spectral 
range of ~3800 cm-1 containing very unique fingerprints for each sample. Thus, they 
provide high selectivity, but often at the cost of increased system complexity.  
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The sensitivity to interferents is closely related to the selectivity of the technique. We 
expect our technique to detect trace amounts of a substance in the presence of interfering 
species, provided the absorption feature of the target sample has a strong absorption cross 
section in a wavelength region where the interfering species does not absorb strongly 
[33]. However, since we have not experimentally measured the reflection spectra under 
these conditions, this field in the comparison table has been left blank. Finally, in the 
detection time column, we have listed the value for our technique as 0.5 s. As discussed 
earlier, a complete sample scan in our setup takes ~150 s due to a limitation of the 
scanning monochromator instrument. However, from a fundamental SNR stand-point, the 
demonstrated light source has enough output power to perform a sample reflectance 
measurement in just 0.5 s. 
5.8 Summary 
We measured the diffuse reflection spectrum from 1200-4200 nm of various solid 
samples at a stand-off distance of 5m, using a mid-IR SC light source with 3.9W average 
output power and spectrum spanning 750-4300 nm. The first sample set comprised 
NESTT explosives containing between 4-8% of TNT, RDX, PETN and potassium nitrate 
on a fused silica substrate. The second sample set consisted of ammonium nitrate, urea, 
gypsum and pine wood, while the third sample set was made of Aluminum blocks painted 
with automotive and military CARC paint. For each sample, we observed unique spectral 
features in the reflection spectrum, attributed to the fundamental and overtone vibration 
frequencies of the various molecular bonds in the sample structure. A correlation function 
based algorithm was used to demonstrate system selectivity by quantifying the 
dissimilarity between various spectra based on selected spectral features in chosen 
wavelength bands. 
Finally, the variation of the SNR with distance was theoretically calculated, and also 
verified experimentally. For a time constant of 100 ms corresponding to ~1 Hz noise 
bandwidth, we obtained a SNR ~ 625 at distances <10m. Assuming a minimum 
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detectable SNR ~ 10, the maximum stand-off distance with the current SC output power 
and integration time was determined to be ~150m. Future work on the system includes 
faster acquisition time using a linear detector array spectrograph, and measurement of 
trace amounts of a sample to determine the sensitivity of the technique to interferents.
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Chapter 6 
 
Summary and Future Work 
 
6.1 Visible supercontinuum generation 
In chapter 2 of my thesis, I have demonstrated power scalable visible supercontinuum 
generation in a 1.9 µm core PCF pumped by the frequency doubled output of a 1550 nm 
Er-Yb fiber amplifier. The power scalability was limited by the available 976 nm pump 
power in the power-amp stage as well as non-linear broadening in the power-amp gain 
fiber due to its small core size of 10 µm. Detailed simulations based on solving the 
non-linear Schrodinger equation were also performed to verify that the supercontinuum 
generation process was initiated by modulation instability. Further, it was predicted that 
the bandwidth of the supercontinuum could be enhanced using a two step process – MI 
initiated pulse break up in a short length of anomalous dispersion fiber followed by 
non-linear broadening in a low dispersion and high n2 material. 
While the above system was suitable for a laboratory demonstration of a visible 
supercontinuum source, its use in an industrial environment would be hindered by the 
following two aspects of the design. First, the second harmonic generation process 
requires the use of multiple lenses in a free space optical configuration to generate the 
775 nm light using the temperature controlled PPLN crystal. Second, the output from the 
frequency doubling stage needs to be coupled into the small core PCF via a high NA 
microscope objective mounted on a precision xyz stage.  
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Thus, while the first part of the visible SC laser comprising of the dual stage Er and 
Er-Yb amplifiers has the advantage of being all-fiber integrated (spliced) and robust, the 
latter stages suffer from packaging problems associated with free space coupling. One 
way of solving the problems mentioned above would be to get rid of the free space 
frequency doubling stage and chose a PCF that could be directly spliced to the output of 
the first stage amplifier system. However, due to the pump wavelength now being 1550 
nm instead of 775 nm, this would result in the generation of a near-IR SC rather than the 
visible continuum that we were interested in. If the first stage was instead changed to a 
dual stage 1060 nm Ytterbium (Yb) fiber amplifier [1] and spliced to a PCF with 
anomalous dispersion at the pump wavelength, we could obtain SC generation in the 
visible region. Travers et. al [2] demonstrated that by cascading two PCFs with 
decreasing zero dispersion wavelength, the short wavelength edge of the SC could be 
extended down to 450 nm. The proposed experimental setup for visible SC generation 
using the above scheme is shown in Fig. 6.1.  
 
Fig. 6.1. Proposed experimental setup for visible SC generation using a 1060 nm Yb amplifier 
A non-mode locked nanosecond pulse width amplifier operating at 1060 nm would 
retain the feature of being average power scalable through an increase in repetition rate 
along with a corresponding increase in the pump power. While the peak power used to 
pump the PCF was limited ~ 1 kW in the Er-Yb based system due to the limited doubling 
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bandwidth of the PPLN crystal, much higher peak powers could be obtained in the 
proposed Yb based system. The higher peak power could be used to generate a wider SC 
spectrum and mitigate the inherent problem of a longer short wavelength edge for 1060 
nm pumped systems compared to 775 nm. Another advantage of the new system is the 
higher efficiency of Yb fiber amplifiers at ~60% compared to ~30% for the Er-Yb 
amplifiers [3]. Finally, the core size of the PCF with a zero dispersion wavelength of 
1040 nm is ~5 µm thereby making it easier to be fusion spliced directly to the output of 
the power-amp stage.  
6.2 Line scan 3D imaging system 
Chapter 3 of my thesis demonstrated an application of the previously demonstrated 
visible SC source in the field of 3D imaging. The light source was coupled to a line scan 
Fourier domain white light interferometer to obtain 3D images of both flat and curved 
surfaces with ~100 nm axial and ~15 µm lateral resolution. In particular, the line scan 
system was used to determine both the height as well as shape defects of ~300 µm high 
solder balls in a ball grid array by mapping the surface profile over an angular range of 
+/- 20 degrees from the ball normal. It was found that the measurement of surfaces at 
larger incidence angles was strongly dependent on the surface roughness of the sample. 
As an example, measurement over +/- 60 degrees was demonstrated on a 3.17 mm 
diameter steel ball bearing whose surface was roughened with sand paper. While the 
demonstrated speed of the line scan system was too slow for practical use in a 
commercial wafer inspection system, the scan speed was not limited by the SNR of the 
light source but instead by the slow frame rate of the CCD camera.  
Apart from the demonstrated application in the semiconductor industry, the line scan 
system also has potential use in the automotive manufacturing industry by measuring the 
surface finish of machined parts. Based on discussions with our sponsor (Coherix Inc.) on 
this project, a specific application of the line scan sensor was envisioned in the form of a 
hand held waviness meter. Waviness is the spatial component of surface finish between 
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form and roughness and is conventionally determined by running a profilometer needle 
along the surface [4]. This process is slow and also requires the part to be bought to the 
profilometer. Instead, if a hand held optical profiler similar in shape to a barcode scanner 
could be simply placed in contact with the surface, an instantaneous height profile along 
the projected line could be obtained from which the waviness with a desired cut-off 
wavelength could be extracted.  
A possible design of such an instrument is shown below in Fig. 6.2. In order to make 
the system compact, the visible SC source has been replaced with a superluminescent 
laser diode (SLD) source [5]. The advantages and disadvantages of this source over the 
SC source have already been discussed previously in Section 3.5. The setup is in 
principle identical to the setup from Chapter 3 with mirror M2 and the sample positioned 
at the ends of the two arms of the interferometer. The exact values of the lens diameters, 
focal lengths and camera size would have to be chosen to meet the space constraints. The 
main challenge in building such an instrument would be isolating the interferometer 
assembly from mechanical vibrations that might cause a path length change between the 
two arms thereby resulting in erroneous measurements. Table 6.1 lists the expected 
technical specifications for the proposed system.  
 
Fig. 6.2. Design of a line scan system based hand-held waviness meter 
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Parameter Value 
Line length 30 mm 
Waviness spatial wavelength 80 µm – 6 mm 
Axial (z) resolution 200 nm (with 30x super-resolution) 
x- resolution (along the line) 15 µm 
y- resolution (thickness of line) 30 µm 
Ambiguity range +/- 0.8 mm 
Acquisition time <1 second 
Table 6.1. Expected specifications for a hand-held waviness meter 
6.3 Mid-infrared supercontinuum generation 
In chapter 4 of my thesis, I demonstrated a mid-IR SC source extending from 0.8-4.3 µm 
with 3.9 W time averaged output power. The SC was obtained by pumping a 9 m ZBLAN 
fiber with an 8 µm core and 0.27 NA from the output of a dual stage cladding pumped 
Er-Yb fiber amplifier. The SC output was power scalable and the maximum output power 
was only limited by the available pump power and thermal management ability of the 
setup.  
A weak point of the current system is the configuration of the mechanical splice 
between the power-amp output and ZBLAN fiber. Currently, the two fibers are mounted 
in a v-groove on a nanomax stage and aligned under a microscope. Due to the slow drift 
of the stage, the fibers had to be realigned every few days for maximum power 
throughput. While the remainder of the system is all fiber spliced, the delicate mechanical 
coupling to the ZBLAN presents a major challenge in designing a robust packaging for 
the entire laser. Figure 6.3 below shows a prototype mount design (Omni Sciences Inc.) 
for holding the mechanical splice. While the mount is still initially aligned on a nanomax 
stage under a microscope, once the alignment is complete, the two halves of the mount 
are screwed together and removed from the stage. The mount is kept at a constant 
temperature by a thermoelectric cooler and long term testing over a few weeks has shown 
that it maintained good coupling. However, the ultimate solution for this problem would 
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be the ability to successfully splice fused silica fiber to ZBLAN fiber with low loss. Due 
to the different melting temperatures of the two glasses (265C for ZBLAN and 1200C for 
fused silica), this has been a very difficult problem to solve and requires careful control 
of the fiber temperatures using a high-end filament splicer. Preliminary results using a 
glue splicing method [6] are encouraging having demonstrated splices with <1 dB loss. 
But, the results were obtained for average power levels of a few mW and the ability of 
the splice to withstand power levels three orders of magnitude higher is yet to be proven.   
 
Fig. 6.3. Mechanical mount for coupling power-amp output fiber to ZBLAN fiber 
Another limitation of our system is the poor efficiency of power generation in the 
long wavelength band beyond 3.8 µm. For a modulated pump power of 52W, we generate 
~510 mW beyond 3.8 µm, corresponding to an efficiency of ~1%. Ojas et. al. [7] 
demonstrated a novel technique to improve the efficiency by 2.5x by breaking the 
continuum process into two stages separated by an intermediate amplification stage. First, 
an Er-Yb system operating at 1.55 µm was used to generate SC extending to ~2.2 µm in a 
standard fused silica SMF. Next, a high efficiency Thulium (Tm) fiber amplifier was used 
to amplify the wavelength components around 2 µm, before coupling the output into an 
8m long ZBLAN fiber. The improvement in efficiency was attributed to two main factors. 
The first was the higher inherent efficiency of Tm amplifiers (~55%) compared to Er-Yb 
amplifiers (~30%). The second was the increase in quantum efficiency by starting the SC 
generation process closer (2 µm instead of 1.55 µm) to material absorption edge of the 
ZBLAN fiber.  
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Finally, we discuss the possibility of extending of the long wavelength edge of the 
SC. Previous work by Xia et. al. had shown the ultimate long wavelength limit of a 
ZBLAN based SC is determined the inherent material loss which exceeds 1 dB/m beyond 
4.5 µm. However, the material loss limit can be overcome by reducing the length of the 
fiber and increasing the peak power to generate a broader SC in a shorter length of fiber. 
Qin et. al. [8] demonstrated SC extending to 6.28 µm in a ~2 cm long fluoride fiber 
pumped by a 1450 nm femtosecond laser with 50 MW peak and 20 mW average power. 
The SC long wavelength edge can also be extended by using fiber made from Tellurite 
glass which has ~10x higher Raman gain coefficient [9] compared to ZBLAN, thereby 
enabling the use of shorter lengths. Using ~17 kW peak power pulses at 1.55 µm, SC 
generation out to 4.8 µm with 90 mW average power has been demonstrated in just 0.8 
cm length of Tellurite fiber [10]. However, the maximum power demonstrated to date 
with Tellurite fibers is ~1.2W [11] indicating difficulty in high quality fiber fabrication.  
6.4 Mid-infrared spectroscopy 
In the final part of my thesis, the mid-IR SC source was used to demonstrate its 
application in the field of stand-off reflection spectroscopy. The reflection spectra of a 
wide range of sample types such as explosives, paints and fertilizers were measured at a 
distance of 5m and could be distinguished from each other based on correlation functions 
in unique spectral bands. SNR calculations confirmed that the maximum distance was 
limited only by the available space in our lab and a reflection spectrum with SNR = 10 
dB could be obtained at a distance of ~150m with a 100 ms time constant.  
At distances <10m, it was found that the SNR was limited by the SC fluctuations and 
not the detection noise floor. Thus, for applications that operate at these distances, it 
would be useful to develop a dual beam ratiometric measurement technique that 
improved SNR by cancelling the SC fluctuations in each arm. An additional advantage of 
the dual beam technique would be to eliminate the need for a reference scan before each 
sample scan that is currently required to remove the effect of the SC spectral shape. With 
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a dual beam technique, the only parameter that needs to be accurately determined is the 
split ratio of the beam splitter versus wavelength. This parameter only needs to be 
determined once and can then be treated as a constant for all future measurements. 
Changes in the SC spectrum shape over time would no longer affect the reflection 
measurements as the relevant quantity would no longer be the absolute power level but 
rather the split ratio between the two arms. Figure 6.4 shows the proposed experimental 
setup for the dual beam technique. The use of 2 choppers running at different frequencies 
allows the use of two lock-in amplifiers to independently detect the signal in each arm. 
By taking a ratio of the signal in each arm at each wavelength, common mode intensity 
fluctuations of the SC light source are expected to be cancelled out while differences in 
reflectivity between the sample and reference (Infragold) will be preserved.  
 
Fig. 6.4. Proposed dual beam detection setup for cancellation of SC fluctuations 
While chapter 5 demonstrated the use of the SC source for stand-off detection up to 
~150m, modifications to the light source can enable its use in other fields such as hyper 
spectral imaging from aircraft. Current hyper-spectral imaging systems use the sun as the 
light source, and the acquired reflection spectrum is limited to below 2.5 µm, allowing 
the use of inexpensive Silicon and InGaAs detector arrays. Unlike the sun, an active 
broadband illumination source such as the SC can be used at any time of the day and is 
less sensitive to ambient weather conditions. However, the sampled area on the ground 
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needs to be kept small enough to ensure that the spectral density per unit area of the SC 
source equals or exceeds that of the sun. While our current SC source extends to 4.3 µm, 
the reduction of the long wavelength edge to 2.5 µm can be made by replacing the 
ZBLAN fiber with a short length of high non-linearity fused silica fiber. The fused silica 
fiber can be directly spliced to the power-amp output, and does not have end-degradation 
issues like the ZBLAN. Thus an all fused silica near-IR SC system will be more robust 
and can be scaled up to higher average powers compared to the ZBLAN based mid-IR 
SC system. 
Lastly, we discuss some applications of the supercontinuum source in the field of 
health and medicine. Many biological targets have their fundamental vibration absorption 
bands in the mid-IR wavelength regime. For example, proteins show primary absorption 
in the 2.8-3.2 µm range due to the N-H and O-H bands, while lipids exhibit absorption in 
the 3.2-3.6 µm range associated with the C-H stretching vibration. Using an FTIR, 
Paluszkiewicz et. al. [12] demonstrated spectral differences between non-cancerous, 
cancerous, and hyper-plastic human prostate tissues. Since the mid-IR SC is output from 
a fiber, it is well suited for an in-vivo catheter based spectroscopic diagnostic tool. In 
addition to diagnosis, the SC can also be used for selective ablation of tissues by using 
band pass filters to select the appropriate portion of the spectrum [13]. SC sources in the 
visible and near-IR region of the spectrum have also been used for optical coherence 
tomography, a technique which provides high resolution cross-section images of internal 
tissues in a biological sample [14]. Broad bandwidth light sources are desirable for OCT, 
because they give rise to short temporal coherence length, and determine the axial 
resolution of the system. 
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